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The act .. to .~uthvrize th,~ appoi~tm e·1~( of ~dditi~nal pay.masters, and for
.
.
'
. other PW'J?Oses, -passed July Jt, 1836.
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U.S.,
June 2, 1851.
In ohed-iepce to the 6th section of the . (( Act ~9 fatithorize the appointment of additional ,pc,.ymaste,rs, and for Qther purposes," passed July 4,
18S6, whic;h requi~es "tl\e ' S1::c;r:e£ary of ;the Senate arid Clerk of the
House of J.tepr:eserifatives, as s09n as may be after the~close of each ses.
sion of Congryss, to publish a statement of all _approp!iations mad~ during
the sessio.n ; ·and also· a statement of the new offices created, and~the salaries of eaph; and a1so. a stateln~nt of "the bffiees the salaries of which are
!incre~sed, anc;l the amount of snch .~ncrease,"-the Clerk of the House
-of Repte.sentativ,es submits the ' aCCQl'r)p,~nying statements.
'
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First.' Appropriation~ made during ,the second session of thtJ thirty-first
Congress.

Becond. Offir:;es created, rEnd.the salaries thereof.
Tltird. :J'he ojfices the salaries of which (iave been i1icreascd, with the
anwunt of S'f/;dt increase dur.ing the $ante period.
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i.-APPROPRIATfONS MADE DUR\ NG· Ti:IE SECOND SESSION OF THE THIRTY.
FIRST CONGRESS..
Prepared by the S.ect:eta;y of the Senate and the c'lerk ·of the House of .Representatives, in pursuance of the sixth section of the act of -ff uly 4, 1836, " to authi!rize the appointment of additional paymastei·i;i, and for other purposes. '
•,

r.
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By ,the_ act to $ettle and adjust i_ht?: expense,s of the people C!f Or,egon in defending fhemselves from the attacks and hostilities of Cayuse hidians,
in the. yer:,,rs eigliteen hundred ajid.forty--seven and e"igkte..en hundred and
, forty -.,eigli,t. ·
·. .,,·.,,.
To settle the act-ual and ne!!(lssary.expenses incurred by the proyisfonal gov/

ernment of Oregon i_n defending the people of said J'errit0ry from the attacks
and hostili:tie:i of the-Cayuse Indians, in the years eighteen hundred and
forty-seven al}4 eighteen ~un,d[ed and forty-eight• ..•• : •.••••• , .,••• ~ ••• .,_.
'

,100·,-0.oo oo

.

,

. ·. ,,..:. · ,._ . STATE DE~ARTMENT.

,, •·

I

J
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._540 00

3,250 00

'

For ~d~itional ~mp~nsation to .eight w;ttchmeq in th_e southe.'lst executive
bu1lqmg ..• .. .••••..• , .•.......• , ..•.. ....•... . ..••••.•.••••• ·.......
For contingent expenses in the office of the First Auditor of , the Treas ury, fol'
cases for 'the ' records, documents, and official papers pre.served in the office,
and for- new furniture, this sum having ~een transferred, per act September
thirtieth, e_ighteen hundred and fifty; as an addition to the salaff of one of
the recording clerks•...... •• ........•••••.-. . . • • • • . . . • • . . • . • . . • • • • . • • •
For col)tingent expenses of office ·of Indian affairs 6 •• , •••••••• , •• ,.........
For compeQ~a'tion to ylerks employed by the Secretary of the Treasury, in the
Third Al,lcli tor's office, on the examination of ri1u ster and pay-rolls of the
war of ei~hteen hundre.d and twelve and Indian ,vars, in addition to an undrawn balance of appropriation fo,r the month of July la~t .....•....••••• •'
For co~tingencies incident thereto, such as printing, binding,rolls, desks, office
furnJfure, and labor... ,. . •• , •••••••• , ••••••••• , , • •• , •• , •• , •• , ~ •••• ,

1,080 00
'

f
200- 00

1

922 05

12,000 00
1. ,

(

'ff',.

..n

For ~Q.~itional co~pensati~n 'to ' foyr ,wa~chmet/ in the tiortheast executive
butldmg .. , .........••.•.••••...•• , .•.•••. , • • •, •, • • • • • • • • • • • • · · · · • •
For s.alaries of the judges in the northern and southern districts of Cal ifornia.

TREASURY Dlj:PARTMENT~

. .....

.

By the c,,r.t to supply deficiencies in the appropriations for tile
service ef the fiscal year ending the thirtieth June, eigliteen h'f!,ndre1 and.fifty-one;

50-0 00

4

.I.

>/
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WAR DEPARTMENT.

I

'1

I

'

..,,f

. ·i
'

\r

-.I

. ..;

Fot ad~itiona:l , compensation to four watchplen in th e northwest exeytifive
1
butld1ng .••..•••.......•.••••...•••••. ·•..:. ... ·.......................
..
For compensation of superintendept of rented build'ing corner of F and seven-•
teenth streets, from :first.October, eighteen hund!·ed, and . .fifty,
thirtieth
J'urre, eighteen hundred and fifty-one ..•• ·........••••....... ·.••• , ••....
For compensation of four watchmen, from first Octaber, eighteen hundred ·and
fifty, to thir1ieth June> eighteen hundred and fifty-one .................. .
Por ~ontingent expensr>s of ,l!flid building ...•••.•• ~ •••.••••• ~ •..•..•.•..•••
To repla~ an amount obtained from the subsistenee department, ,wJ1i(:f1 WM
applied to the service of the Quartermaster's de~artment fast year, and is a '
_charge on the appropriation for the preserit year ..•••••.•••..... ·• ..••• ,i••
For the amount of,drafts drawn, the proceeos of whic'b were applied to the ser- '
vice of the Q.uarJern:iaster's department in the last year, and have✓been pai\t
from the approp:r:iations for the- present year ....•....•.. •.: • • . . . . . . .••••
•To supply a deficiency on accoµnt of claims yet tdbe dfacharged, under the
head M preventing and suppressing Indian .i),ostili~ies in Florida., •••••• ,,.

to

"

$540 O&
r'

.,

187 50
1,500 00
I, 270 00

275,COO 00

264,117. 03
75,000 00

POST OFFICE, DEfAR~MENT.

\

For ~dditional compensation to three watch1'nen in the Post O:ffir.e Department,
Fot contingent expenseF3 6f the office of the Auditor of the Post Office Depart,ment, for furniture and labor rendered necessary in cousequence ot the -in-•
crease of business and nu!11 ber .of cl~rks, and for defi,ciericy in estimate ••••• i

INTERIOR DEPARTMENT.
I

,

r-

•••

(

405 00
1,700 00

·, '.
-..)

For tempora·r y clerks jn the Pensiqn office, in addit1on to the balance of ~ppro~2,933 27
priations now on hand .••••.••••.•..•.•••••• , •••••...•••••••• , •.•• ., . • •• ~
. 500 00
For salary of recorder of land titYe,s in Missouri ....... .'.................... ~
1,600 00
F01: compensation of the :surv-eyor "&"eneral of Oregon ..•..••..•.....•..•. . .: ••
,. 400 00
For salaries
the· attorney and marshal of the Territorylof New Me:x;ico .... u
P~r. sal_aries of the governor, judges, .secretary, attorney, and ma1phal of t~e
-, ,
I err1toryofTJtah ............................ , ..... ••··•·••.,•·~.······· -- •·) " 8,000 00
For compenf:'ation and mileage of members of the Iegi . lative assembly, officens,
24,000 06
clerks, and contingent expE.nses ...• , ...•••••.•..••••. , •.•• , .~• ...... ., ••
·163,00U 00
For invalid pensions, under various acts .....•... . •.••...•.• ,............ •
For pensions . to widows and orphans, under the acts of the fourth of July,
eighteen hundre~ and thirty-six, and twenty-first July, eighteen hundred
74,820 00
and forty-eigh t •... , .•.• , ..•...•...... , ....... , ....•......... .. , ...• ·
For pensions to widows, under the act of seventh July, one thournnd . eight •'
56,000 00
hundred and thirty-eight........................ . •••....•..•...•....
For pensions to widows, under the act of the third of March, one thousand
12,000 00
e~ht hundred and forty-three ••......•••• , . . . . . . . . . . • •••.....•..•..•
For pensions to widows, under the acts of the seventeenth of June, one •· r
thousand eight hundred and forty-four; second of February, one thousand
· '1: ·
ei~ht hundred and forty-ei~ht; and twenty-ninth of July, one th.ousand
44,000 00
eight hundred and forty-eight .•.•••••....•.•••••••••• ,, ....•••••••• ,.
.187, oou 00
For fulfilling treaty with W yandots ..••••...•••.•••••• , •.•..••.. , .••••••
18,000 00
For fulfilling treaty with the Utahs ........ ,, ................... ~, •.•••• ,
IS, (100 00
For fulfilling treaty with the Navajoes ................................. .
For arrearages of compensation from first of October, eighteen hundred and
firty, to thirtieth June, eighteen hundred and fifty-one, to the Indian agents
for the Indian tribes of California ..... , •...•....••....•... , ...•....•.•
6,750 00
For expenses of holding treaties with the various tribe$ of Jn,dians in California, in addition to the appropriation of the thirtieth of September, eighteen
hundred and fifty ................................................... .
25,000 00
For expenses_ o~ r~m~val and subsistence of the Chippewaa of Lake Superior
and the M1ss1ss1pp1 from the lands ceded under the treaties of the .twentymnth July, one thoue~nd eight hundred nnd thirty-seven, and fourth of October, one thousand eight hundred and forty-two, in addition to appropriation of thirtieth September, eighteen hundr6fl an d :fifly ...... , ........... .
25,000 00
For expen~es of the removal of the sub-agency for the Chippewa$ of Lake
~uper~or and the ~ississippi from the old site at Lapointe to the new OQ~,
mclud1r g the_ erection of necessary buildings ..•.•••.••••...•..•.••••••.
3,000 00
For compensat10~ and expenses of the_ committee of the Old Settler party of
Cherokees, their clerks, &c., for services rendered in pursuance of the pro<,(

of

.... .

,:

/

""· ... •

,,,. t' ,·

.~..

~

Mis. No. 21:

\

visions eontained in the f.ifth article of the treaty of' seventeenth August,
eighteen hundred an<l forty-six, in addition to the llppr~priation of thirtieth
of Septembet, eighteen hqndred and fifty, in' full for all service rendered, or
hereafter to be rendered ....•..••.••••..• . .••..• , •....••• , • ~ ••••••...•
$1,500 00
For expenses of holding treaties ·with the wild tribes of the prairie, and for
•
100,
GOO 00
. bringing ,delegates on to the seat of government. .... , ...•...•...•.•••.•••
For expen3es of the removal and subsistence of the @hoctaws from the State
of Mississippi to ' the Choctaw country west of that river,--in addition to
former appropriations for that object. •••...... ,.•...•••••. , ••..•.••••••
20i000 00
For payment t.o the Winnebago _lndia9s of this sum 'errpneously char~ed
against the fund of ten thousand do Bars set apart ( out of the consideranon
to oe paid for the lands ceded) by the' eighth .clause of the fourth article of
the treaty of the nrst of November, eighteen hundred and thirty-seven ..•• .
6,223 28
For payment to the Chero!rne nation, in full satisfoction and a final settlement
of all claims and demands whatsoever of the Cherokee nation against the
, I' -., (,
United States, under any treaty heretofore made with the Cherokees. And
.,
the saiq Cherqkee nation shall, on the payment of said sum of money, exe.cute and deliver to the United States a foll a.nd final discharge for all claims
and demaads whatsoever on the United States, except for such annuities in
money or specinc articles of property as the United tStates may , be bound
by any treaty to pay to pai!:I Cherokee nation, and except, also, such
moneys and lands if any, as the U nitecl States may hold in trust for said
Cherokeea.-[lndefinite.] ·
l
For reap,propriation of the following sums, ( carried to the sqrplus fund on the
"I
thirtieth June, eighteen :hundred and fo,rty-si.x, and the thirtieth June, eighf
teen_ hundre~ and_ forty-seven,) under the followi~g heads:
.
Fu lfilling tr-eaues with the Kansas , .......... : ........................ • ·•
8, 707 21
For fu lfi lling treaties with the Wyandots .•..• ·•••..• , •• , •• ,· •..• ;, •.••.••
355 28
6,506 59
~upport of. blacksmiths;&c., for ,Qsates ..••• ,.•.•••• , • • • • • • • • ••. , ••.••• ,
14,375 50
Payment of. <;laims. for Osage depredatidns ..••.•••••..•• . ·••••••••••• •••••
For pur~hase of i;ows and calves for Osages .•...••....•..•.••••••••••...•
312 16
F01· continuing the collection, and for publishr'ng the statistics and ot.he1· information, author-ized by t,\'le act of •the third of March, eighteen hundred
and forty-seven, and subsequent a~ts, ••• u • . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . ..
¾5,-300 00
For aupplY:ing deficiency ih tne amou!it a,ppropriaied at the last session for the
4,061 00
sam-e ob3ect .•. •, ......•. ·•..•.•..•... , .•.•. , • • • , • • • • , , • • • • • · · • • • • • · • •
Fer expenses of l!,R agent to QO'llect informatian, to enable the department to
execute. the law .of Congress providing for the per capita·payment to CherokeeE1, under the treaty of eight,een hundred and thirty-five, so far as relates
to those Indi~ns east of'the Mississippi .•• ._. •••.••••....•. ; .•.•••••.•••
:l,500 00
For removal and subsi'stence of Indians. J'his· s~m is required in order ta
settle the claim' ad_judicated .l;>y the accounting officers of the treasury, in ·
,favor of tqe ChicRasaw nation of Indians, for losses, &c., in provisions
purclrn,sed. in eighteen hundred .and thirty-seven. .....•• , ...•...•.•.... ,.•
52,510 37
For the pay of the severail compani,es, and the expenses of three companies 'of '
Texas volunteers, called into ser.vice by req-uisition of Brevet Major General Brook., • . ....••••.•••....•••. .' ..•..........•....•....•..•. ,,,
· '236,934 .34
Fpr expe~diture~ incident to th€ issue. of the ,ten millions -dollars of stock for ·
Texan 1ndemn1ty ......•.••••.•.. , ••.•• , ............................. .
"10,00G .00
For reimbursi,ng the State of Flori~a~ under such rules and regulations as
have heret<,>fore g;overned the adjustment of sirnilar ·claims of the several
~taten oh the United States, for moneys-advanced and paid, and for expenses
rncurred '.1nd obVigations conlrac.tetl by sa id Srate, for subsistence, supplies,
.and services of~focal troops, .called into serv,ice during the year eighteen
hundred and forty-nihe, by and un der the authorities of said State ...•••••
i.5,000 00
For defraying the expense of an extra ses.gion of the· legislature of Oregon,
held agreeably t@ the provisions of law . .... , .•..... ·..•..... .. .••••.•.•
· 5,000 00
For_the pay and e-l'pen.ges of,.; tour companies of volunteers calkcl into the service of fhe Umted States
Brpvet Lieutenant Colonel Washington in
135,530 20
N.ew Mexico~ in the yea; ei~hteen hundred and forty-nine .••• u . . .. .• • . • ..

.
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By the

act makinl( appropria•ifzns for the payment of revolutionaryanrJ
other pensions of the United States, for th'e year ending ,the thirtieth of
June, one tlwusau,d eig!tt kundred andfijty- two .

.,.•

I

...

.,.,.

For revolutionary pensions, under the act of tbe eightee»th ef Mar.ch, one
thousand eight hundretl and eighteen .. •.•• ,"';.,\ ~ .... , .................. ..
FQtj invalid pensions, under various acts ... r •.•••••••••••• ·••• , •••• •• , .•••
For piinsions for widows and orph~ns, under the acts of July, the fourth, one ,
thousand eight hui 1dred and thirty-six,. and July t~ e t o/enty-nrst, eighteen,
hundred and forty-eiirht . .... . .... ..... .. .. ... . .... . ... .. .... . ....... .
For j:>ensiona to widows, under the act of seven-th July, eig~teen hundred afld
tliirty-erght •.....• , ...•.......•... ,...•..... ~ •••••••.. ...... . , ..• .•••
For pensipns to w id ows, under the act of the- third, of March , eighteen ~un- ,
dred nnd forty-three ................ .... . ; . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . • ,
For pensions to _widows r ufider the ftcts of the seventeeth June, eighteen hundred and forty -four, ~econd of February, eighteen hund red and forty-eight, ·
' and twent'y-ninth of July, eighteen hundred and forty-ei,g-ht .•.•.........•
,For half-pay pensions to widows and orphans prol'ided for by the eleventh
s~ction of an act approved ,January th,e twenty-nintq, ei2;hteen hundred and
thirteen, and the ti.rst'and second sections of 'an act approved the s.iixteentb
of April , eighteen hµndred and sixteen, in1additjon to a balance remaimng
in the treasu.ry undrawn on the fifteenth of October, .eighteen hund11ed and
fifty •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : ••· ••••• ~- ~- ••• • •••• •• , .. ,. ·•:·· ••.•'
(•

'

.

•'

$58,000 00
500,500 00
640, 760 00
60,000 0()

~o,ooo oo
862,640

~

10,000 0()
2,151,900 01)

-----

By the- aet making appropriq.tions Jor

{he ~urrent imd contingent expenses of the,. Indian department, and for fuijilling treaty stipulatio'lis with
various lndian tribes ,for the year endin!l June the thirtieth, O(te thousand
eight hundred andfifly two.
·
·

For the current agd <>,ontingent expenses of the Indian department, viz ::.
For the pay of sup~rintendents of Indian affai11,1 and the several Indian agen'ts>
as provided by the acts of June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and· thirty-fom:t' ,
and March third, eighteen hundred and thirty-seven, and of J'une twentyseventh, eighteen hundred forty-six, ard .o f June fifth,. eighteen hbl'tldred
and fifty, p.nd of September twenty-eighth, eighte~n h1mdred and fifty ....•
For the pay of sub-I ndian agents, authorized by the act ' of June thirtieth,.
eighteen hun_dred and thirty-four .. . ....•.....••.•• , .•••••.. , •.••• ! .. .
For pay of i:nterprete1 s, authorized by the same act • ........••• • .. ~ .. .. .. LO
For pay of clerk to surerintendent at St. Lou.is, authorized by the aet of lur..e
twemy-seventh, eighteen hundred and forty-six ....... ...... .. ...•• . .. ,
For pay of cle(k to acting superintendent of the Western Tei:ritory, by t~e
same act . ....... ....... . . .... .. . .. ....... ... ........... ....... ....... .
For build ings at agencies, an d repairs thereof.•••• . •• •• ••.•. • ••••.••.•.•• ,:
}<'or presents to Indians .............. ....••...••.•• , ..•.•• , ........... ..
For rrovisions for Indians .............................. .. ................ .
Fur contingencies of the Indian department. ••••• • •••• . • • .. u . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
1

~34,000 0()'

13,500 00
16,500 00,
1,.200 00

1,.000 00
2,000 00

5,000

00,

11,.800 00

36,.SUO 00

TO THE CHRISTIAN IND1'ANS.
For permanent 1rnm1ity, stipulated in acts of May twentiy-sixth, ei~hteen hundred and twenty-four, and May twentieth, eighteen hundred and twenty-six

400 00.

TO THE CHIPPEWAS OF SAGINA W .
For permanent annuity, s tipulated in the four,h article of the treaty of third•
,of August, seventeen hundred and ninety-five . • . .••••. , •..•..•• , ....... .
For perm nent annuity, ~tipulated in the second article of the treaty of seventeenth of November. eighteen hundred and seven ....................... ..
For pP.rmanent annuity, stipulated in the fourth article of the treaty oftwentyfourth of September, eighteen ht1ndred and nineteen .....••••..........••
. , ... , , , Fo~ permanent provi ion for the support of blacksmiths, ant! for farming uten·ils and cattle, an<! the employment of persona to aid them in agric 1lture,.

1,000 00

800 00
1,.000 00

I

I

I

•
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stipulated in the eigpth artic)e of the treaty of the twen~y-fourth of Septem•
her, eighteen hundred and nineteen, and the seventh article of the treaty of
the fourteenth of January, eighteen hundred and thirty-seven ••• , ..••..••
For educatjon, during the pleasure of Congress, stipulated in the sixth article
of the treaty of fifth of August, eighteen hundred and twenty-six .•.. •••••

$2,000 00
1,000 QO

TO THE CHIPPEWAS, MENOMONIES, WJNNEBAGOES, AND
NEW YORK INDIANS.

'

For education, during the pleasur~ of Congress, stipulated in the fifth article
of the t1·eaty of eleventh of Aug1;1st, eighteen hundred and twenty-seven .••

1,500 00

TO THE CHIPPEWAS OF LAKE ~UPERIOR A.ND MISSISSIPPI.
For 'fifteenth of twenty instalments in money, ,stipulated in the second article
of the treaty of twenty-ninth of July, eight•n hundred and thirty-seven .•
For fifteenth ' of twenty instalments in goods, stipulated in the second article
of the treaty of twenty-ninth of July, eighteen hundred and thirty-seven ••
For fifteenth of' twenty instalments for the establishment of three smiths'
shops, supporting three smiths, and furnishing iron and steel, stipulated in
the second article -of' the treaty of twenty-ninth of July, eighteen hundred
and thirty-seven ••.••••••..• , ................ , .••••.•• , •.• , • • • , , , • • • , •
For fifteenth of twenty instalments for the i3upport of farmers, purchase of
implements, grain, or seed, and to carry on their agricultural pursuits, stipulated in the second article of the treaty· of,ihe twenty-ninth of July, eighteen
hundred and thirty-seven, .• ,, , ••.• , •••••..• , .•• , : • • • • • • • • ••••••.• , •
For fifteenth of twenty instalments for the purchase of tobacco, stipulated in
the se~ond article of the treaty of twenty~nil)th of July_, ~ighteen hundred
and thirty-seven .•.•.•• , ••.•••••.•••.••••..•.•••••••••••..•.••••••••
For fifteenth of twenty instalments for the purchase of provisions, stipulated
in the second article of the treaty of twenty-ninth of July, eighteen hundred
and thirty-seven . • : •••••••.•.•••••••••••••••.•• r • : , •• , • , , , •• • • • • , • • •
For tenth of twenty-five instalments in money, stipulated in the fourth article
of the treaty of fourth October, eighteen hundred and forty-two ..••••••.•
For tenth of twenty-five instalments in goods, stipulated in the fourth article
of the treaty of fom'th October, eighteen hun'dred and forty-two ......... .
For tenth of twenty-five instalments for the ,support of two smiths' shops, includ_ing pay of smi~hs and assistants, and furnishing iron and steel, stipulated m the fourth arti~le of the treaty of fourth October, eighteen hundred
and forty-two.,, •••••.•••••• ., ..••.. ~· •••••• ,., •• ,.,, •. -~ •,••,••••••
For tenth of twenty-five instalment~ for the pay of two farmers, stipJilated in the
fourth article of the·treaty of fourth October, eighteen hundre.d and forty-two For tenth of twenty-five instalments for the pay of two carpenters, stipulated
in the fou.rth article of the treaty of fourth October, eighteen hundred and
forty-two .••.••••.. ~ •...... •:. , . , . , ••••.•.••..•...•• ; ••..••.•••••••••
For tenth of twenty-five instalments for the suppor!, of schools, stip,µla ted in
the fourth article of the trea,ty of fo~rth 0ctoqer, eighteen hundred and fortytwo . .· .........•. ·..•.........• ._ .............. , .......• ·......•. ,. ....• , •
For tenth of .twenty-fi~e instalments for the purchase of provisions antl tobacco, stipulated in tl1e fourth article of the treaty -0f fourth Octob,er, eighteen
huµdred and forty-two .. ......................................... ..... .
F~r 'fifth of five .instaiments in goods payable to the P1l1ager Band, stipulated
m the fourt.h article 0f• the tre~ty of twenty-first August, eighteen hundred.
,a nd forty-seven .••••.••..••• : ••••••...• , •• ,.••••.•••.••••••...•••••••
For _fifth of forty-six instalments, to be paid to the Chippewas of Mississippi,
stipulated ,in the third E!,rticle of the tr.eaty of second August, eig~teen hundred and fi~rty-seven .••••• ~ ................................... • , ••• .••

_9,500 00
(

19,000 00

3,000 00

1,000 00
500 00
2,000 00
• 12,500 00
10,500 00
2,000 00
1,000 00

' ,i200 00
2.,006

oo

2,000 ~o
.3,600 00

l, ooo 00

TO THE CHiOKASA WS.
F or permaneNt annuity, ~tipulated m the ict of t~enty..nflh February., seyenteen hundred .and ninety~nine •••,• , •• , •••••• , ••••••• , •••••• , ••• , •••••••

TO THE

a,ooo- oo

CH OCT A ws4

For permanent cam1uity~ stipulated, in the second article of the treaty of sixteenth Nov.ember, eighteen hundred and five .•••. .••. , ,., •..• .•• u , . • . :
Fo~ permanent annuitr, stipulated in the thirteenth a-rticle of the treaty of
e1g~teenth 9ctober,_e1ghteen hundred and twenty .•• , •••••• ,. : •• "' ..... ,..
For life annuity to chief Bob Cole, stipulated in the tenth article of the treaty
of twe.n~ieth January, eighteeJl h~ndred and twenty-five., •••••• ,,, ... ,,,.

, 3,000 00
600 00

,,

150 00

,,
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For permanent annuity for educ~tion, stipulated in the sec~pd article o.f the.·
treaty of twentieth January, eighteen hundred and tweptr-five ....••.••••
For annuity 'to three di.strict chiefs, stipulated in the :fifteenth article of the
treaty of twenty-seventh Septemb~r, eig_hteen h~ndred ~nd thirty .•.. _:.•••
For life annuity to one Wayne warrior, stipulat','ld m -the twenty-first article of
the treaty of twenty-seventh September, eighteen hundred and thirty .•••••
For permanent provision for bla~ksmith~, stipulated in the sixth art~cle of _the ,
treaty of eighteenth October, eighteen hundred and twenty, arrd rnnth a.rtlcle
of the treaty of twentieth January, eighteen hun{lrect and twenty-five ...•••
For iron and steel, &c., for shop, i:,tipulated irl the ninth article of the treaty of
twentieth Janua:ry, eighteen hundred and twenty-five ••••••• •·,:- ,· ........ .

$6,000 00
750 00

25 00

600 00
320 00

TO THE CREEKS.
For permanent annuity, stipulated in the fourth article of th~ treaty of seventh
August, seventeen hundred and ninety .•.•• 4 .....••••................. .
For permanent annuity, stipulated in the second 'article of the treaty of sixteenth Juf.le, eighteen hundred and two ............................... ,
For permanent annuity, stipulated in the fourth article of the treaty of,twenty,, fourth J'.1nuary, eightee_n hundred 8:nd twenty-six •.••.• .· ..........., ••. ~ ••
For twentieth of twenty mstalments m mo.ney, stipulated rn the eightli ar:ucle
of the treaty of twenty-fourth March, e,ighteen hundred and thirty-two .•.• .
For permanent provision for blacksmith and assistant, stipulated. in the eighth
article of the treaty of twenty-fourth January, eighteen hundred and twenty-

six, .. _........................................................ , ... .

For iron and steel for shop .•••.•••....•.••.•.•••.•.... ~ ...••• ·••••.•••_••
For fifteenth of twenty instalments fqr the pay of two blacksmiths and assistants, stipulated in the thirteenth article of the treaty of twenty-fourth March,
eighteen hunLlred and thirty-two., ••••••••••••.• ,' •••• ,', ••••••••.••••••
For iron,' steel, &c., for shops .....•...•••••••.•...••.••••••.•••••••••.•
For permanent ·provision for the pay ofa wheelwright, stipulated in the eighth
article of the treaty of twenty-fourth January, eighteen hundred and twenty-

six.... . .. , ...... . ........ , ... ~ ........... ~ ...................... .
For twen.w-first of thirty-three instalments for education, stipulated in the
thirteenth article of the treaty of twenty-fourth March, eighteen hundred
anµ thirty-two, and fourth article of the treaty of fourth J-anuary, eighteen
hundred and forty-five ...••••••• . ...••••••••.••••• , ••.•••.•••••••. , ••
For interest on three hundred and fifty thousand dollars, at. five per centum,.
stipulated in the third article of the treaty of twenty-third November,
eighteen hundred and thirty-eight....... . .••...•.••..••••.•••••..••••
For eighth of twenty instalments for eoucation, stipulated in the fourth article
of the treaty of fourth January, eighteen hundred and forty-five~· ....... .
For blacksmith and assistant, during the pleasure of the President, stipulated
in the fifth article of. the treaty of fourteenth February, eighteen hundred
and thirty-three ••••....•••.••• : .................................... .
For iron, steel, and coal, during the pleasure of the President, stipulated in the
fi~th article of the treaty o~ fourteenth Febrnary, eighteen hundred and
thJTty-three ....••••..• , •....•.•.... .......•..•.•.•..••••••••••.•..•
Fo'r wagon-maker, during the pleasure of the Preaident, stipnlated in the fifth
article of the treaty of fourteenth February, eighteen hundred and thirtythree .......•••••...•..••.•••.......•.........••••••••...•.• , •. • ••
For agricultural implements, during the pleasure of the President, stipulated in
the eigh~h ar~icle of the treaty of twenty-fourth January, ~ghtren hundred
and twenty-six" .................... .. ............................ .
For education, durin~ the pleasure of the President, stipulated in the fifth article of the treaty of fourteenth Februafy, eighteen hundred and thirty-three.

1,500 00
3,000 00

20,000 00
10,000 00
840 00
270 00

l, 680 00
540 00
600 00

3,000 00
17,500 00

3.,000 00
840 00

270 00
600 00
2,000 00
l, 000 00

TO THE DELAWARES.
For permanent annuity, stipulated in the fourth article of the treaty of third
August, sevenleen hundred and ninc::ty-five ........•••••••••.••....••••
For permanent annuity, stipulated in the third article of the treaty of thirtieth
September, eighteen hundred and nine ••••••....••..••••....•.•...••••
For permanent annuity, stipulated in the fifth article of the treaty of third October, eighteen hundred and eighteen .....•.•...........•.•.•••.•••••••
For permanent_ annuity, stipulated in the supplemental treaty of twenty-fourth
September, eighteen hundred and twenty-nine ....•.•..••• , •••..•....•••
For life annuity to chief111, stipula~ed in the private article of supplemental treaty
of twenty-fourth ptember, eighteen hundred and twenty-nine to treaty of
third October, eightetn ~undred and eighteen . ••••• , ••••••.••'., •• , ••••••

1,000 00

500 00
4.,.000 00
1,000 00

200 00
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For life annuity to chiefs, stipulated in the supplemental article to treaty of
twenty-sixth October, eighteen hundred and thirty:two .•.• _., ••••• '.' •••• _.
For permanent'·provision for the purchase of salt, stipulated rn the thud art.1cle of the treaty of seventh June, eighteen hundred and three ••••• •··•··••
F,or permanent provision for blacksmith and assistant, stipulated in the sixth
article _of the treaty of third October, eighteen hundred and eighteen ...••• ,
For iron and steel for shop ....••••..•••..•..•....•••••••••• • • •, •. , .•.•
For interest 6n forty-six thousand and eighty dollars, at five per centurn,
being .the value of thirty-six sections of land, s f. t apart by treaty of eighteen
hundred and twenty-nine for education, stipulated in resolution of the Senate
of nineteenth January, eighteen hundred and thirty-eight •••••••••••••••.

$200 00
100 00
720 00
220 00

2,304 00

TO THE FLORIDA INDIANS OR SEMINOLES.
For twenty-ninth of thirty instalments for blacksmith's establishment, stipulated' in the sixth article of the treaty of eighteenth September, eighteeh
hundred and twenty-three, and fourth article of the treaty of ninth May,
eighteen hundred and thirty-two ..•••.••..•••••••.•....•.••••..•• . •.••
For eighth,. of fifteen instalments in goods, stipulated in the sixth article of the
treaty of fourth January, eighteen hundred and forty-five ..•......•.••.••'
For eighth of fifteen in -,talments in money, stipulated in the (ourth article of
the treaty of fourth January, eighteen hundred and forty-five •••· ......... .

1,000 00
2,000 00
3,000 00

TO THE IOWAS.
1

For interest on one hundred and fifi y-seven thousand five hundred dollars, at
five per cer.tum, stipulated in the second article of the treaty of nineteenth
October, eighteen hundred and thirty-eight ••••••••••••• : ••••••••••••••

7,875 00

TO THE KICKAPOOS.
t.

For eighteenth of nineteen instalments, as annuity, stipulated in the fourth
article of the treaty of twenty-fourth October, eighteen hundred and thirty-

5,000 00

t\vo .• ~ •.••. , •.,•, •••••• ,•••• , •••..•,••••..•. ', •.• , ...................... ; •••

· . TO THE KANSAS.
For in,t ere;t on two· hundred thousand dolliirs, at five per ce!1tum, stipulated in
the s€cond articl.e of the treaty of fourteenth January, eigb teen hundi·ed and
forty-six •••••••••••••••.,•. .•••••••• ·••••••.•••••• , ••••••••••• , • , ••••

TO THE MIAMIES.
For permanent annuity, stipulated in the fourth article of the treaty of twenty-third October, eighteen hundred and twenty-six , ............ ': .. ·.••••••
For permanen_t provision for blacksmith and .a ssistant, stipulated in the fifth
article of the treatY. of sixth October, eighteen hundred and eighteen ...... .
For iron ,and steel for shop •.•.••..••• . .•.••.••.•••. .' ...••.. ·••••...•••••
For permanent provision for the_purchase of one thousand pounds of tobacco,
two thousand pounds of iron, and one thousand pounds of steel, stipulated
in theJ'6urth _article of the treaty of ~~enty~third October, eighteen hundred ·
and twenty-six ••••...••..•...•......•......••.••.. , ...•. ,, .. ,,, .•• •
For permanent provision for pay of miller, in lieu of gunsmithrstipulated in the
fifth article of the treaty of the sixth October, eighteen hundred and eighteen,
and fifth article•of the treaty of second [23d] October, eighteen hundred and
thirty-four. , •....••.••.••......• ; . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . . . • . . . • . •....•
For permanent provision for the pu,rcha·se of one hundred and sixty bushels
of salt, stipulated in the fifLh article of the treaty of six.th October, eighteen
hundred and eighteen ..•..•...•... ; ·................................ ,
F~r edu,ca~ion an~ support of poor, dqring t~e pleasure of_ Congress, stipulated
rn the sixth article of treaty of twenty-third October, eighteen hund~·ed and
twenty-six ................· .•..••••• , .............................. .
For eleventh of twenty instalments in money, stipulated in the sec@nd article
of the treaty of twenty-ejghth November, eighteen hundred and forty .••.•
For permanent provisiot1 for payment in lieu of laborers, stipulated in the sixth
arllcle of the treaty of twenty-eighth November, eighteen hundred and forty
Fo~ permanent provision for agriculcur1:1l assistance, stipulated m the fifth article of tpe treaty of sixth October, eighteen h_undred and eighteen .•••••••

10,000 00
(

25,000 00
720 00
220 00
710' 00

600 00
320 00
2,000 00
12,500 00
'250 00
200 00
J

,
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TO THE EEL RIV]i:RS, (MIA.MfES.)
For permanent annuity, stipulated in the fo,urth article of the treaty of I.bird '
August, seventeen,hundred and ninety-five .•.........•....••....•.••••
For permanent· annuity, stipulated in the third article of the treatyuf twentyfirst August, eighteen hundred and five ............................... .
For perman ent annuity, stLpulated irt the third article and ,"sepa'rate articly of
the treaty of the thirtieth September, eighteen hundred and nine ••••••.•• =

$500 00
250 00
350 00

TO THE MENOMONIES. •
For sixteenth of twenty instalments as flnn uity, stipulated '.in the Recond arti20,000 00
cle of the treaty of third Septemb:ir, eighteen hundred and thirtj-six .••••••
For sixteenth of twenty in:;;talments for two blacksmiths and assistants, stipu-- ,
lated in the second article of the treaty 6f thir:i September, eighteen hundred
• 1,440 00
and thirty-six ...••••••.•••••.••.....••..•......••.......•..•.••••••
For sixteenth of twenty instalments for iron, steel, &c., for shops, stipulated
in the second article of the treaty of third September, eighteen. hundred and ·
440 00
thirty-six. . . . . • . . • • • . ........ .. · •.. , • • . . . . . • . . . • . . • . . . • • . . . • ••-•••
For sixteenth of twenty instalments for the purc];iase of provisions, stipulated
in the second article of the treaty of third September, eigh teen hundreil and ,
~.1
8,000 00
thirty-six ••••.••.••••...•.....•••.. ·.•.....•••....•••• .• ••••• : , •••••
For sixteenth of twenty instalments for the purcl)ase of two thousand pounds
of tobacco, stipulated in the second !lrticle of lhe treaty -of third September,
300 00
eighteen hundred and thirty-six ...••....•..•... , . . . . . . . • • , .....••••••
For sixteenth of twenty instalments for fa{ming utensils and cattle, stipulated
in the second article of the treaty of third September, eighteen hundred_and
500 00
thirtyrs ix •..•...•. , .•• , •• , •....... _•..•.•...•....•••••••••• , ••.•• ,••
For sixteenth of twe1;1ty iostalments for thirty barrels of salt, $tipulated in
the second article of the treaty of third September, eighteen hundred and
150 00
thir~y-six .•••••••••••••.•••••••••.•••••••••.••••••••••••••••• , •••••
,1

TO THE OMAHAS.
For blacksmith and assistant, during the pleasure of the President, stipulated ,
in the foutth article of the treaty of fifteenth July, eig hteen hundred and .'

,-·

F~~tdn ·~1~d st;~1: °&~.',·fo r ~h~p;,' d~~i~g th~· pl~~;~;~ '~i th~· P~;~ide~t:::: :~
0

0

0

0

For agricultural implements, during the ijltasure of the President, stipulated
in the fourth article of the treaty of fifteenth July, eighteen hundred and ,
thirty •••••••• ,., •••••• • ••••••••....••••••••••••••••.••••••••••• , ••,.

720 00
220 00
500 00

TO THE OTTOES AND MISSOURIAS.
For education, during the pl~asure of the President, stipulated in the fourth
•article of the treaty of twenty-first September, eighteen hundred aO'd thirtythree .. ................................ . .......................... ; _
For pay of farmer, during the pleasure of the President, stipulated in the fifth
article_of ~he treaty of twen ty-first September, eighteen hundr~d and thirtythree .........•••••.•.•••• , •.. , , ...... , •... , . • . , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · · •
F or blacksmith and assistant, during the pleasure of the President, stipulated
in the fourth article of the treaty of fifteenth of July, eighteen hundred and
thirty •.••.....••••..•.••••..•...•. , ..••••........ · · · ·,,,, ·,,, • • • •
For iron and steel for shop, durirg the pleasure of the·President., •••• , •• , ••

500 00
600 00
720 00
220 00

TO THE OTTOWAS.
For permanent annuity, stipulated in the fourth article of treaty of the third
August, seventeen hundred and ninety-five .•.....••••...•.•.• , , ....... .
For permanent annuity, stipulated in the second article of the treaty af seventeenth Nov ember, eighteen hundred and seven .... . ................... ..
For permanent annuity, stipulated in the fourth article of the treaty of seventeenth September, eighteen hundred anct eighteen ..................... , •
For. pe1·manent an~uity, stipu lated in the fourth article of the treaty of twentymnth August, eighteen hundred and twenty-one ••••••. , ••••••••••••••••

1,000 00
800 00
1,500 00
1,000 00

TO THE OTTOW AS A.ND CHIPPEWAS.

;
For seventeen th of twenty instalments, stipulated in the fourth article of the
treaty of twenty-eighth March, eighteen hundred and thirty-six •• , •••••••

30,000 00

I..

I•
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For interest to be paid as annuity on two hundred thousand dollars, stipulated
in the resolution of the Senate of the twenty-seventh May, eighteen hundred and thirty-six .................._.....•.....••. ,,, • . ...•• , • . . -. - •.
For education, for twenty years , and during the pleasu_re of Congress,_ stipulated, in 1 the fourth. article of the treaty of twenty-eighth March, eighteen
hundred and thirty-six .•••......••. _. ......•......•...•.•.•.•.•••• _. ••
For missions, for twenty year", and durmg the pleasure of Congress, stipulated in the fourth article of the tteaty .Jf twenty-eighth Mnrch, eighteen
hqndred and thirty-six .................•.....•.....•.••...•••.••••••
For vacci~e matter, medicines; and pay of physicians, so long as the Indians
remain in their reservations , stipula ted in the fourth article of the treaty of
twenty-eighth March, aighteen hundred and t~irty-six ....•.•_. _.. • .. -. ...
For seven.teer;th of twen~y in stalmer;i ts for the p,urchas_e of provis10ns? stipulated in the fourth article of the treaty of twenty~eighth March, eighteen
hundred and 'fhirty-six ....•............••••. , .....•......... , ..•••• • •
For seven1.eenth of twenty instalments for the purchase of six thousand five
hundred pounds of tobacco, stipulated in 'the fourth article of the treaty of
twenty-eighth March, eighteen hundred and thirty-six ..........•...•••••
For seventeenth of twenty instal1nent8 for the purchase of one hundred barrels
of salt, stipulated in "the fourth article of the treaty of twenty-e~gh th March,
eighteen hundred and tliirty-., ix . ... ·~· •...•• . .. . ••.•....•.••.•..••••••
For seventeenth of twenty instalments for the purchase of .five hundred fish
barrels, stipulated in the fourth article of the treaty of twenty-eighth March,
eigh~een hundred and thirty-six ..•• :. ...... • ••..•..............••••••
For tjiree blacksmiths and assif'ltants, for twenty years, ~nd during the pleasure
of Congress, stipulated in the seventh article of the treaty of twenty-eighth
March, eighteen hundred and tliirty-six ....•. : ....................... .
For iron, steel, &c., for shops, for twenty yea11S, and during the pleasure of
Con_gress, stipulated in the seventn article of the treaty of twenty-eighth
March, eighteen hundred and thirty-six ....••.•...•... , .•.........•••••
For,gunsmith at Mackinac, for twenty years, and during the pleasure of .Congress, stipulated in the seventh articl~ of the treaty of twenth-eighth 'M arch,
eighteen hundred and thirty- six ..•... , .•••..••.. , .................... .
For iron, stee1, &c., for shop, for twenty years, and during the pleasure of
Congress, stipulated in the seventh article of the treaty C?f twenly-eighth
March, eighteen hundred and thirty-six .•.. ,., ..••..•. , ......••••••••••
For two .farmers and assistants, during the pleasure of the President, stipulated in the seventh u.rticle of the treaty of ·twenty-eighth March, eighteen
hundred and thirty-six ..... ; •..•••. ; .. , .. . ••. . i • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
For two mechanics, during the pleasure of the President, stipulated in the sev- ·
en_th ar_ticle of the treaty of twenty-~ighth March, eighteen hundred and
thirty-six ••••••••• , • i •••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••• , ••••• , •••• , • • • • • •

$12,000 00
5,000 00
3,000 00

.

300 00

)

2,000 00
)•

500 00
200 00
400 00
2,160 00
660 00
600 00
220 00
1,600 00
I, 200 00

TO THE OSAGES.

-i:-,

For interest on .sixty-nine thoman~ one hundred and twenty dollars, at five
per centnm, being the valuation of fifty-four sections of land set apart by
· treaty of the second Ju11e, eigh.teer1 hundreµ and twenty-five, for ecl.ucational
purposes, per resolutioq of the Senate of nineteenth January, eighteen 'hundred and thirty-eight .......•.....•; •.•••... . •.•••.....•.. : ... ·• ••••.••
For fourteenth of twenty instalmPnts, as annuity, stipulated in the second
article of the treaty of eleventh January, eighteen hundred and thirty-nine.
For fourteenth of twenty ins ralments for two smiths' establishments, stipulated in the second article of the treaty of the eleventh January, eighteen
hundred and thirty-nine : . ..•...•.....•.•..•.........•.• : .........•.••
For fourteenth of fi'fteen instalments· for pay of two millers, stipulated in the
secood article of the treaty of eleventh of January, eighteen hundred and
thirty-nine .•••••••••••• 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • , • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

3,456 00

~o,ooo oo
2,000 00

•

1,200 00

TO THE PIANKESHA WS. '
For permanent annu1ty, stipulated in the fourth article of the treaty of third
August, seventeen hundred and ninety-five •.•••.. , .••.•.•...•••.••.....
For permanent annuity, stipulated in the thir,d article of the t,r eaty of thirtieth
December, eigh~een hundred ~?d five .•.•••.•••••••••••.•• '. ••• ~ •.••••••
.

TO THE PAWNEES.

.

500 00
300 00

'

For agricultnral implements, during the preasure of the President, stipulated
in _the fourth article of the trnaty of the ninth October, eighteen hundred and

thirty-three ••• , , , ••.•••.....•. , .........••.•..• .". , .••••.• , .•......•

1,000 00

l
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TO THE POTTAWATO MIES OF HURON.

'

'
· For permanent annuity, stipulated in the
second article of the treaty of the
seventeen ~h November, eighteen hundred and seven •• ,,, •••• ~ ••• ,.~•, •••

$400 00

TO THE POTT AW AtOMIES,

J

For permanent annuity, stipulated in the fourth art'icfe 'of the treaty of third
August, seventeen hundred and ninety-five •. ,r, • •, •••••••• •• •••••••••••••
For permanellt annuity, stlj)ulated in the third artic.le of the treaty of thirtieth
• September, eighteen hundred and nine •..•.•••.• : •• , ••• , •..•••• , •••••••
For permanent annuity, stipulated in the third article of the 'treaty of secon'a
October, eighteen h_undre_d and eighteep •••• , •••. : ••••••••••.••.••••••••
For permanent annuity, stipulated rn the second article of tbe treaty of twen~
tieth September, eighteen hundred and twenty-~ight. ·. , ••...• • .•.••.•.•••
For life annuity to chief, stipulated in the second article of the treaty of the
twentieth ~eptember, eightee'n hundred and twenty-eig ht .. : ..•••..•• , • • ,
For permanent annuity, stipulated in the second article of the treaty. of twei.tyninth July, eighteen hundred and twenty-nine . ....... . . ............... .
For nineteenth of.twenty instalments, as annuity, stipulated in the third article
of the treaty of twentieth October, eighteen hundred and thirty-two ....... .
Fo~ life annuity t? chiefs, stipulated in the third ar~cle of the treaty of twentieth October, eighteen hundred and thirty-two ....... .. . . ...... ~ •••.•• , ••
For nineteeqth of twenty instalments, as annuity, stipulated in the third article
of the treaty of twenty-sixth October, eighteen hundred and thirty-two ••••
For seventeenth of twenty instalments, as annuity, s tipulated in the third article
of the treaty of the twenty-sixth September, eighteen hu ndred and _thirtythree .•••••••.•••••••••••••..••••••••••• • ••.• . •. , ...•••••.• i •••••••
For life an,-iuity to chiefs, stipulated in the third article of the treaty of twentysixth Septemper, eighteen hundred and thirty-three •.•••...••.••.•••.•••
For f\C;venteenth of twenty instalments, ns annuity, stip ulated in the• second
supplemental article of the treaty of the twenty-sixth September, eighteen
hundred and thirty-three .••••••• ·•••..••. , ••••......•. , . . • . . . . . • ••. • •
For permanent provision for the purchase of salt, stipulated in the third article
of the treaty of seventh June, eighteen hunrlred and three ... . ........... .
For permanent provision for the purchase of one hundred and sixty bushels, of
,salt, stipulated in the third article of the treaty of sixteenth October, eighteen
hundred and twenty-six ••.••••••••••... 1 • • • • • • • , ••• • • • • • • • • • • • --• • • • • ~
For education during the pleasure of Congress, t,itipulate<l ir. the third article of '
the treaty of the sixteenth October, eighteen hundred and twenty-six ••••••
For permanent pro i'sion for blacks mith and assistant, stipulated in the third
article of the treaty of sixteenth October, eighteen hundred and twenty-six ..
For permanent provision fN iron, steel, &c., for shop, stipulated in the third
article of the treaty of sixteenth October, eighteen hundred and twenty-six.
For education, during the pleasure of Congress, stipulated in the second article ,
of the treaty of the twentieth September, eighteen hundred and twenty!eight
For permanent provision for the paym ent in money, in lieu of two thou~and '
pounds of tobacco, fifteen hunored pounds of iron and three hundred and
fifty pounds of steel, stipulated in he second article of the treaty of twentieth S eptember, eighteen h_undred and twent-y-eight, 8:nd the tenth article
of the treaty of fifth June, eighteen hundred and forty-six. . . . • , •. , •••• : •
For permanent provision for blacksmith and assistant, stip ulated in the srcond
article of the treaty of twentieth September, eighteen hundred and twentyeight ••••....••••••••.•••••..••..... , . · · .•• , , .• •. · · · ··,, · · · · •· •••.• •
For perman ent provision for iron, steel, &c., for shop, stipulated in the secon d
article of the treaty of twentieth September, eighteen hundred and twentyeight . . . ............................................ .. ............ .
For permanent provision for blacksmith and assistant, stipulRted in the second
article of the treaty of twenty-ninth July, eighteen hundred an d twenty-n ine
For permanent provision for iron, steel, &c., for shop, stipulated in the secon d
article of the treaty of twenty-ninth July, eii hteen hundred and twenty-nine
For permanent provision for the purchase of fifty barrels of salt, stipulated in
the secon d art!cle of the treaty of the twenty-ninth of July, eighteen hundred
and twenty-nine,. , •.•••.•••. .•.....••••...••.••...•........••....••
F,n education, during the pleasure of Congress, sti pulated in the fourth article
of lhe lreaty of the twenty-seventh Octo ber, eighteen hundred and thirty-two
For _interesl ~n six hundred an~ forty-thr e thou i:ian <fdollars, at five per e:entum,
sl1pulated 1n the_ seveuth article of the treaty of the fifth June, eighteen hundred and forty-six., ••••••• , , , •• , • , • , •••••••••• , • , •.•• , •••••••••••• , •

1,000 00
500 00
2,500 00
• 2,000 00
100 00
16,000 00
15,000 00
400 00
20,000 00
14,000 00
700 00
2,000 00
140 00
320 00
2,000 00
720 00
220 00
1,000 00

300 00
720 00
220 00
720 00

220 00
250 00
2,000 00
32,150 00
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TO THE QUAPAWS.

J•

c.
'J.

F'or nineteenth of twenty instalments, as annuity, s·ipulated in the fourth article
of the treaty of thirteenth May, eighteen· hundred ~nd thjrty•three : . , . .. _.
For eaucation, durin~ the pleasure of the President, st1pulaten rn the third article of th,e treatY'of thirteeIJth May, eighteen hundred and thi_rty-three . ...••
For blacksmith and assistant, during the pleasure of the President , stipulated
in the th ird article of the treaty of thirteenth ,May, eighteen hundred and
thirty-three ..••••.•...... , .....•. • • • • • • • • • • · · · • · • · · • · · • • • · · · · · · • • •
For iron, steel, &c., for shop, during the pleasure of the President, ~tipulated
in the third article of the treaty of thirteenth May, eighteen hundred and
thirty- three ..•..•...•••........• , , .. • • • • • • • · • • • • • · · • · • · · • · • • • • • • • · •
For pay of farmer, durin~ the pleasure of the President, stipulated in the third
artic1e oflhe treaty of thirteenth May, eighteen hundred and thirty-three •••

$2,000 00
1,000 00
840 00

220 00
600 00

TO THE SIX ~ATION$ OF NEW YORK.
For permanent annuity, stipulated in the sixth article of the treaty of eleventh
November, 'seventeen hund_red and ninety-four .•••.••.••••.•••••••••••••
~

*

t

4,500 00

•

TO THE SENECA~ OF NEW YORK.

,

>

•

For permanent annuity, in lieu of i'nterest on stock, per act of the nineteenth
. February, eighteen hundred and thirty-one . .•••.•... • :A . •••.••••.•. •.•••
For interest, in lieu of investment, on seventy-five thousand dollars, at five per
centu.m, per act of the twenty-seventh June, eighteen hundred and forty-,six

6,000 00
3,750 00

TO THE STOCKBRIDGES.

~

., I

For intere~t'on ~ix,teen thousand five hundred dollars, at five per ce~tum, stipulated in the ninth article of the treaty of the twenty-fourth November, ·
eighteen hundred and forty-eight .••.••.•_..••• ; •••••••••••.••••••••_••••

825 00

TO THE; SIOUX OF MISSISSIPfI.
For int(;rest on three hundred thol)Sar)d dollars, at fiv,e per ce11tum, stipul~ted '
in the second article of the treaty of twenty'-ninth September, eighteen hun- 1
dred and thirty-seven .. ~ ............•..... ~ • ~ . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • . . . • . • • • •
For fifteenth of twenty instalments, as annuity:in ·goo,ds, stipulated in the second
article of the treaty of twenty-ninth Septemberi eighteen huridred,.arid thirtyseven .... :·••• " :C' . . . . • • . . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • •
For fifteenth of twenty instalments for the purchase of medi~ines, agricultural '
implements, and stock, and for support of farmers, physicians, and blacksmiths, &c., stipulated in t~e second article, ('if the treaty of the twenty-ninth
September, ~igh_teen hundred and thirty-seven . .• , ..... ~ .•~.•.••.• : .... 1.
For fifrnenth of twenty instalments for the purchase of provisions, stipulated .in
the 2tl article of the treaty of twenty-ninth September, eighte-en hundred and
thirty-seven ..•••••••••••.•.•••••••.••••••..•••.•• . ••••••• ,' ••• ; •.• • • •

. .,

TO THE SAQS AND FOXES OF MISSOURI.

. -·

..

1

15,000 00
· 10,000

8,250 00
5,500 00

.,.

,

For interest on one hundred and fifty-seven thousand four hundred dollars, at
five per centum, stipulated in the second article, of the treaty of the tweotyfirst October, eighteen hundred and thirty-sev.en ••••.•••••••••••••••••• ;

TO THE SACS AND FOXES OF MISSISSIPPI.
For perma_n ent annuity, stipulated ,in the third a~ticle of the treaty of third ·Nuvember, eighteen hundred and four . ••....•...•..•• , .••••...•••••••....
For twentieth of thirty instalments , as annuity, stipulated in the third article o(
the treaty of twenty-first September, eighteen hundred· and thirty-two .• , ••
For twentieth of thirty instalments for g\lnsmith, stipulated in the fourth article of Lhe treaty of twenty-finst September, eighteen hundred and thirty-two

00

7,870 00
1

' :

1,000 GO
~0,000 00
.,,.,

' 6~0

00
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For twentieth of thirty instalments for iron, steel, &c., for shop, stipulated in
·the fourth artiole of the treaty of twenty-first.September, eighteen hundred
and thirty-two . . ••••••• •• .•.• ~...... . ..•••••••••....•.......••.••.••
For twenty of thirty instalments for blacksmith and assistant, stipulated in the
fourth article of the treaty of twenty-first September, eigh~een hundred and
thirty-tw·o ... ..••.•••.•.•••.•...•..•••.•...••••. . •••, ..•..•........•
For twentieth of thirty instalmel)ts for iron, steel, &c.,
shop, stiP,ulated in
the fourth article of the treaty of twenty-first September, eighteen hubdred
and thirty-tw·o .•.••.. : ..........................·................. .
For twen t,ie~h of thirty instalments ,for forty barrels of s~lt, stipulated in thefo~rth article of the treaty of twenty-first Septe~ber, eighteen hundred and
tturtiy,-two ..•..••••. , ••.••• , ••.. , •.....••..•••.••... ", •..•.•. , •• , •..•
For twentieth of thirty instalments for forty keg~ of toltacco, st)pulated in th'e
fourth a~ticle of the treaty of twenty-first September, !lighteen hundred and
thirty-two ...•••• , , • , .•• , ••.••••.•.•••••••..••. , ••... , ..• , • , •... , • , •
For interest on two hundred thousand dollars, at five ·per centum, stipulated in
the second article of the treaty of the twj':nty-first October, erghteen hundred
and thirty-seven ••••.••••.•...•..•.......•••....••.•.. ~: . .•••••••••
For interest on eight .hundred thousand dollars, at five per centum, stiJJUlated
in the :;econd article of the treaty of the eleventh October, eighteen hundred

$220 00

..
840 00

for

220 00
200 00
600 00
10,000 00
40 ,ooo 00

and forty-two .......•.........• ~. ~ ... , ............... • .. ,. ...... ,., .... .
TO THE SHAWNEES.

..:.,

For permanent annuity, stipulated in the fourth ~rticle of the treaty of third
August, seventeen hundred and ninety-five ............... , •.•••••• , ••••
For permanent annuity, stipulated in the four.th article of the treaty of twerityninth September, eighteen hundred and seventeen ..• : •. ..' •. J . . . . . . . . . . . .
For permanent provision for the purchase of salt, stipulat~d in the third article
of the treaty of the seventh June, eighteen hundred and three . ......••••• .
For blacksrnith and assistant, during the pleasure of the President., .st~pulated
in _the fourth article of the treaty of eighth August, eighteen hundr~d a~d
thl[ty-one ......................................................... .
For iron, steel, &c., for shop, during tpe pleasure of the President, stipulated
in the fourth article of the treaty of eighth August, eigh teen hundred and
thirty-one .•••••••••••• , • , ••• , , .••••••••••• , ,, ••••.• : •••• , • , •• , ••••••

..

i, 000 00
2,000 00
60 00
~

\

840 00
220 00

,.,

TO THE SENEGAS AND SHAWNEES.
For permanent annuity, stipulated in the fourtl'l article of the treaty of ;;;even-,
teenth September, eighteen hundred and eighteen ...................... .
For blacksmith and assistant, during the pleasure o{ the President, stipulated
in _the fourth article of the treaty of' twentieth July, eighteen hundred and
thirty-on e...... 1 • • • • • • • • • • , ••••••• , •• • •, • , •, • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
For iron, steel, &c., for shops, dwring the pleasure of the President, stipulated
in_the fourth article of the treaty of twentieth July, eighteen hundred and
thirty-one. . • • • • • • •••• , •••••••. , •••.• , ••• , •••••.• , •• , , . ••• , • , , , • , , •

I, 000 00
840 00
220 00

TO THE SENECAS.
(_,

For permanent annuity, stipulated in the fourth ar.ticle of the treaty of the
twenty-ninth September, eighteen hundred and seventeen. ... • , , • , ••.•••
For permanent annuito/, stipulated in the fourth article of the treaty of the
seventeenth September, eighteen hundred and eighteen ....•...•.•..••••••
For blacksmith and assistant, during the pleasure of the President, stipulated
in the fourth ar~icle of the treaty of the twenty-eigh th February, eighteen
hundred and th1rty-one ............................................. .
For iron and st~el for s~op, during the pleasure ef the President ..•.••••.• ,
For pay of_m1ller, during the pleasure of the President, stipulated in the
fourth. article of the treaty of twenty-eighth February, eighteen hundred
and thirty-one ..................................... ................ .

500 GO
500 00
840 00
22tl 00
600 00
r•

r

TO THE WYANDOTS.
For permanent annuity, stipulated in the third article of the treaty of the
seventeenth Marc~,. eighteen hundred and forty-two .................... .
For permanent prov1s10n for blacksmith and assistant, stipulated in the eighth ...
article of the treaty of the seventeenth March, eighteen hundred and forty- .

two ...••••.••••••.••••.••••••.•.••..••••.••••••.•••• ,•.••••. . , ..• , •

17,500 00
T

720 00

Mis. No. 21.
For permanent provision for iron, steel, &c., for shop ................. ; •••

15

u

$370 0

For permanent provision for education, stipulated in the fourth article of the
treaty of the seventeenth March, eighteen hundred and forty-two •••••••••
1

TO THE WINNEBMW ES~

, 500 00

.,,

'-

For twenty-third of thirty instalments, as annui ty', stipulated in the second ·ar- ,
ticle of the treaty of the first August, eighteen hundred and twenty-nine ..•
For twentieth of twenty-seven instalments, as annuity, stipulated in the third
article of the treaty of the fifteenth September, eighteen hundred and thirty;,
two ••••••••••.•••••••••••...•••••. ~ ••••••••••••••...•..••....•.•.•
For twenty-third of thirty instalments for· th13 purchase of fifty barrels of salt,
stipulated in the second article of' the treaty of the first August, ,eighteen
hundred aod twenty-nine , • • • . • . • • • • • . • • • . • . • • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • • .•
For twenty-third · of thirty instalments for the purchase of three thousand
pounds of tobacco, stipulateq in the secohd article of the treaty of the first
August, eighteen hundred and twenty-nine ............................ .
For twentieth of twenty-seven instalments for the purchase. of one thousand
five hundred pounds of tobacco, stipulated in the fifth article of the treaty of
the fifteenth September, eighteen hun(:lred and thirty-two .• , •.. , • ,..••.•••
For _twenty-third of thirty instalments for three blacks miths and assistan ts,
st1pulat.ed in the third article of the treaty of the first August, eighteen hun·,
dred and twenty-nine ••• , ••••.••••••••••.•••••••..••.. , • • • • • • •, • •, • •
For twenty-third of thirty instalments for iron, steel, &c., for shop .•••••.•••
For ~wenty-third of thirty instalments for taborers arid oxen, stipulated in the ,
t~1rd article of the treaty of the first August, eighteen hundred .and twentyn1ne .. ...•.•.......•...•..........•...•...•........ , .. , ..•. , ...••
For twentieth of twenty-se,ven instalments for education, stipulated in the
fo~rth article of the treaty of the fifteenth September, eighteen hundred and
th1rty-tw0 . •••••••••••••.•••.••.••••.•• , • • , • • , • • • · • • · • • • • • • • • • · • · • • •
For twentieth of twenty-sevenlnstalments for six agriculturists, purchase of
oxen, ploughs, and other implements, stipulated in the fifth article of the
treaty of the fifteenth of September, eighteen hundred-and thirty-two .•..• ~
For twentieth of twenty-seven instalments for pay of two physicians, s_tipulated in the fifth article _of the tneaty o~ the fifteenth September, eighteen
hu_ndrea and thirty-two .•••••.. 1• • • : • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ,• • • ;
For _rnterest on one million orie hundred thousand do Liars, at five per centum,
stipulated in the fourth article of the treaty of the .first November, eighteen
hll;ndred and thirty-seven ,.••. .••.•••..•••.••.•• , , .• •"· •. • • • • • • • ,• • • • · • · •
For mt~rest on eighty-five thousand dollars, at five per centum, stipulated in, ',
the fourth article of the treaty of the thirteenth- October, eighteen hundred,
and forty-six . ..•••••...•..........•...•. • • • .. , ..• • • , • • • • • • • • • • • • , . • • • ·
I

\

~

..

'

\

18,000 00
10,000 00
250 00
350 00
175 00
2,160 00
660 00
365 00
3,000 00
2,500 00
400 00
55,000 00
4,250' 0Q

V

TO THE WEAS.
For permanent annuity, ~tipulated in the fifth article of the t~eaty of second
October, eighte'en hundred and eighteen •.•••••••••••••..••• , ....... , •
To defray the expenses of the chiefs of the 9neida Indians in Wisconsin, on
a visit to Washington in eighteen hundred and fifty-_one, in relation to their
treaties with the United States, rendered rieces~ary by the, deranged condition of their affairs with the feder'al$overnrpent. ..•.•.•••••.••••....• ,•••
For arrearag~s due the First Christian and Orchard parties of Oneida Indians
in Wi,sconsin, under the treaty of sev,enteen hundred and ninety-~ix •••••••

3,000 00
1,000 00
1,764 80
812,209 _8~

,

<

By the act to reduce and modify ·the rates ef postage in the United States,
and for other purposes~
~or the further payment a.nd compensation for the mail service performed for
the two houses of Congress and the other departm ents and officers of the
government in the transportation of 'free .matter •••••••• .',.•.•••.••••••••••
To supply any deficiency that may arise in the Post Office Department••••••
I'

$500,000 00
500,000 00
1,000,000 00

=-=-----_-:;_-::,.-::.-::.-;:;;=

·.

\
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By the act making appropriations for the service of the f osi Office Department during the fiscal yeC?,r endin15 the, thirtieth of June 7 oner thousand
eight hµndred and fi.(ty two, and for other pu'..poses.
,

"'

'

1

For transportation of the mails, including the service in California a,nd 0regon
For transportation of the mails in·two steamships from New Yof k, by South•
ampton, to Bremen, at o~~ hi,rndred thousand 'dollars for ear·'h ship, under
the contract with the Ocean Steam Navigation ComPi_any Clf New York, and
for transportation by two ships, under the S\lme contract, from New York.to
Havre, at seve nty-five thousand dolla~s each, in addition to an ,unexi,enqed'
· balance of fo!·mer appropr~ations .•••• •_: ... .••• 1 ••.•
For transportauon of the muds across the isthmus of Panama .•••••••••..••
For compensation to postmasters, .. , •.••••••.•••.••...••..••••..••••.• 1 • ·
For ship, steamboat, and way letters ................................ ......
For wrapping _paper ...• r • ••••••• '• ••••••••••••••••••••••. r.i.
l
For offiee furniture .•••••.••.•••••.•••.•••••••.••••••••••.•••••••.•• ,. ••
For advertising ..•• ·•••••••••.•..•..•••••.•••.•••••••••.••••• , •...•.•••
For mail bags .•••••...••• , ••••••••••.•••• '•• ,,•• : ••••.••. .'..•.•••.•.•••
For blanks .••• , ..••••.••••••••.••.••••••••••••••••••••• ! • • • • • • • • • • • •
For mail locks, k eys, and stamps ..•.•...•.•••••••••• ,• ••.•.•••••.•••••• ,
For mail depredations arid special agents ................................ .
For clerks in the offices of postmasters ••••••.•• 1 .•• ! •••• , • • • • • • • • • • • .• : •• ~
For miscel ianeous itema ......................... ,; •••••. , ............. .
For new mail locks and keys ..••••• ~ •.•..•.•••••••••••••.•••••••.•••••••
For maps of post routes ..••......•.....•....•.••.•••.•••...•...•••••••
For incidental expenses of post offices in\ California from .the dates respectively
of their establishment to the thirtieth of June, eigh<een hupdred and fiftyone .••.•••••••..•••••• ,' ,., ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••
N

•••

,

• • • • • • • • •• • • •

p

.
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J3, 476,000 00

267 ~000 00
45,000 00
· I, 875,000 00
45,000 00
35,000 00
9,000 00
80,000 00
36,·000 00
35,000 00
10,000 00
35,000 00
425,000 00

~o. ooo oo

25,000 00
6, ouo 00
66,000 00

I'

,_
J.

By'the q,ct making appropriations for the · support of the JVJ.ilitary Acade,
my for the year ending thirtieth Ju'f!,e, one tlwusaru/. eight hun_dred and
fifty-two.
For pay of officers, instructors, cadets, ·and musicians.•.••· •.•••••• , ••• , ••• ; '.
For commutation of subsistence ...•.•••.•••.•.•.•.. , •..••••••••••• , • • •
For forag-; of officers' horses ...•••••.•••....••••..••••••• , 1• • • • • • • • • • • •
For clothing for officer::! ' servants . . . . • . . • • . . . • . . • • . . . . • • • • . . • • . . . •• • • • • •
For repairs and improvem ents, fuel; apparatus, forage for public horses and
oxen, stationery, printing, and other incidental and contingent ex-penses •••
For increase and expenses of the library ................................ .
Fo~ expens es of the board of -yisiter~, i_ncluding deficiency in the appropriation for the fiscal year ending th1rt1eth June, one thousand eight hundred
and fifty-one .••••••...•...............•...•••..••••.•.•.....•....••
For expen ses of practical instruction in field engineering, comprising purchase
of lumber, iron, tools, brush, &c., &c., for construction of trenches, field
batteries, magazines, gun and mortar platforms, descents of ditches, mines,
and other t'!lmporary work ..•......••..•••.•• , ••.•••.•••.... , •••..••
For erecting quarters for engineer troops ....•...•...••••••••••.••..••••.•
For apparatus for wam1ing academy and other buildinga with hot air ...••••

~~, $87,436

00

2, 263 00
864 00

30 00
27,135 00

1,uoo oo

3,800 00

500 00
5,000 00
2,500 00

By the act rnaicin[f appropriations for the payment ef navy pensions for
the year ending ,the thirtieth of lime, one thousand eight hundred and
fifty two.
For invali1 pension:,, .•••• ••,• .............. ,••, •.• •••.,.• •• • ••••• ••, •••

$40,~
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By the acl to found a military asylum fvr the relief and support of invalid
. and disabled soldiers of the army of the United States.

.

f'

For the support of the said institution 1 the unexpended balance, of the appropriation mRde March second, eighteen hundred and forty-seyen, now remaining in the treasury, for the benefit of discharged soldiers, disabled by
wounds.~[Indefinite.]
.
.
The amount levied by the commanding genera[ of the army of the Urnted
States in Mexico, during the war with that republic, for ' the benefit of the
soldiers of the United States army, regulars and volunteers, engaged in tbat
war, bu! taken possession of as funds of the United States, and placed in
the treasury ....................................................... ••

~ 791

19

- - -·- - By the act making appropriativns for the civil and diplomatic e.r:penses of
goverrJ,ment for the year ending the thirtieth of June, eighteen hundred
and.fifty-two, and for other purposes.,
F or compensation and mileage of senators, members of die House of Representatives, and delegates ........................... " • ·• ... , ••••.•••..••
For eompensation of the officers and clerks of both Houses of' Congress ••••
For stationery, fuel, printing, publishing proceedings and debates, and all
other contingent expenses of the Senate ................................ .
For printing, binding, engraving, stationery, furniture, salary of t~e librarian,
four clerks of the House, messengers, p11ges, and laborets, salanes of extra
clerks on index of claims, horses, mail carriages, &c., fuel, oil, and candles,
~ewspapers, alterations and n/pairs, and other miscellaneous items, for Cap:.
ltol police, and other contingent expenses of the ?ouse of Representatives.

$835,040 00

4¼,56U 50
150,000 00
"•

209,971 00

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS.
For compensation of librarian, two assistant librarians, and messenger ••••••
For contingent expenses of said library....... ...................... , •• •: .
For purchase of books Jo'r said library ••••••.•••••••••••••••••.•••••...•
For purchase of law books for said library .....................' ••••.•••••
The amoun ts which may from time to time become due to the publishers of
the Annals of Congress, under the subscription authorized by the act aforesaid.-[lndefinite.]
.
For defraying the expenses of preparing- the Opinions 'of the Attorneys General under t~e resol u'tion of this House .• ••••••••••••••••• : ••••••••••••

4,500 00
800 00

5,000 00
2,000 00

2,000 00

~

~XECUTIVE.
For compensation of the President of the United States................... .

25,000 00

DEPARTMENT 01<'. STATE.
F or compensation of the Secretary of State, and the clerks and. messenger and
assistant messenger in his office................ ............... • • ...•••••
F or two principal clerks im the De.partment of State, at a salary for each not
to exceed two thousand ttollars ·per annum, and for one cl'erk at a salary not
exceeding f~urteyn hundred dollars pet· annum ............. , ........... .
For the incide1Jtal ?,nd cont[ngent expenses of ~aid department, viz:
For publishing the laws in pamphlet form, and in the newspapers of the States
and 'l;erritories, and in the city of Washington ........................ .
For proof-reading, packing, and distributing laws and documents, including
boxes, labor, and transportation ..................................... .
F~r stationery, blank bo,oks, binding, labor, and attendance, furnitu1~e, fix•
tures, repairs, painti~1g, and glazing .......... , ...•.• , . ••• .• ••..••••••••
For prrnting (letter-press and copper-plate) books. and maps-............. u .•
For- newspapers ..•...•.•••...•..•••••••••• , • , , • • • , , ~ • • • • • • • • • ,i, • • • • • • •
For eX;tra clerk-t.ir~ and ~opying.•. ,· ... ... ..... ............... ......... .
For miscellaneous items ... .. .••.•.•...•.•.•.. ..• , • .-. •... , ... .......... .
For binding the letters, despatches, and other papers which haye accumulated
in this department ..•....•.••.••••.. -· .•••. . , •.. , ............. • ••• •
For compiling, printing, and 0foding the Bie.,nial Register for eighteen, hundred aud forty-nirre •. .••.• ; ••.....•••....••• 1 ... • • •, • • • • • • •• ,, . • • •, •, •
For compiling-, printing, and bindi~g the Biennia1 Register for eighteen hundreu and fifty-one. '...••••• ..••••••.•••.••• ..••..•••• , , .•••.•••••••••
For the expense incurred under · the joint resolution, approved September
twenty-six th, eighteen hundted and fifty, relating to the publication of the

2

I

,5, 400 00

11,900 00
10,000 00
4,400
2,000
200
2,000

00
00

oo .

00

-1, 000 00-

i', 500

00

I, 294 25

I, 800 00

•
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laws of the United States for the years eighte~n hundred and fifty and eigTtteen hund;red and fifty-one ......................................... ;.

68,250 00

NORTH EAST EXECUTIVE BUILDING.
For compensation of the superintend'e nt and four wat~hmen of the northeast
'executive building •••••. , : ••...., .•.••...•••••••• ,• .••••••• ! ......... .
For contingent.expe,nses of said building-namely, f?r fuel, labor, oil, and repairs, and miscellaneous items.. • • . • • . . • •••••••••••••••• ·•••• -• • , ••••••

3,300 00

2,250 00

TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
For-compensation c,f th:e Secretary of the Treasury, and Assistant Secretary
of~the Treasury, clerks, messenger, and assistant messenger in his office.:.
For_compensation of the First Comptroller, ~nd the clerks and messenger~m
his office .•••.••••.••••...••••...•••.•..••••••.••••••.•••••.•••••••
F~r co.mpensation of the .Second Comptroller, and the clerks .and mess,e nger·
1n -his office .•..••..••••..•..•..•...•....•.••••••..•• , . , • , • • •. , . • ,,. •
For compensation of'the First Auditor, and the clerks and mes,senger and as•
sistant messe nger in his office •.•.•......•••••.•.•••••••..••••••••••••
For compensation of the Second Auditor, and twenty-five clerks, messenger
and assistant messenger in his office •.....••••••.••••••..••...•.••••• .Fo~ compens~tion o~ the,, Third Auditor~ and the cle,rks, messenger:i, and assistant messenger 1n hrn office .•......•..••...•••.•••••...•...••••
For compensation to temporary clerks employed in the office of the Third
Auditor in making out certificates of service from the muster-rolls of eig_hteen
hundred and twelve and the several Indian wars .••••.• ; .....•••••••••••
For compensation of the Fourth Auditor, and the clerks, messenger, and assistant IJlessenger in his office ••••••....•...•.•.•••.• , •... , , ......... .
For compensation of the Fifth Auditor, and the clerks and messenger in his
office ....••••••..•..••••..••..• r• ••••..••••••••.••••••••••••••• •••
For compensation @f the Treasurer of the United States, and the clerks and •
messengers in his office ........••••. -........................... ; ••••
For compensation of the Register of the Treasury, and the clerks and messenger and assistant messenger in his office • ...••• . •••.••••••.••••••.•••
For compensation of the Solici~or oCthe 'Treasury, and the clerks and me,ssenger in his office .•..•. ,-_• , • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • •••••.•.•.•.•..• , .•
For compensation of the Commissioner of Customs, and the clerks and messenger in his office ••• , ••• , ••••••...••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••

32,550 00
22,150 00

24,650 00
23,000 00
347800 00
58,950 00

23,302 00
20,400 00
15,600 00
13,750 00

30,200 00
13,850 00
16,500 00

CONTINGENT EXPENSES OF THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT.

In the office of the Secretary of the Treasury :
For copying, labor, blank books, stationery, sealing ships' registers, translating foreign languages, printing, advertisir,g, printing the p~blic accounts,
tran:;,mission of Mediterra11ean passports and sea,-letters, carrying the department mails, extra clerk-hire for preparing and collecting information to
be laid before Congress ••••.•. . • ,. ................................... .
For printing twenty thousand copies of the Report on Commerce anffiavigation of the United States, three hundred and seventy-two pages, n1le-andfigure work, at the prices of eighteen hundred and nineteen, deducting thirtyfive per cent., according to agreement, and binding eight thou sana six hundred and ten copies of the same, per act approved sixteenth September,
eighteen hundred and fifty, ••••••..•.•••..•••••.••••••••••. , •.••.••••
For miscellaneous expenses, • • • .•..••••••••••••••. , ••.••.••.••.• , •••••

In the office of the First Comptroller :
For furniture ..•••••••••• , , ••.•.•••• , ........................ , ••.••••
For blank books, binding, statiopery, printing, and labor .•• -••••.••.••• .' ••
For miscellaneous items •.••....••......••••..••..•••• , ................ .
In the office of the Second Comptroller:
For blank books, binding, stationery, and printing blanks, including pay for
the National Intelligencer and Union, to be filed, bound, and preserved for
the use of the office . ..•.•••.....•... , . . . • • , • ••.••••••...•• , •......•
For labor, office furniture, and miscellaneous items •••••• , •••.• ,, ••.••• , ••
In the ffice of the First Auditor:
] 11]]]] For blank bookA, birirling, stationery, printing blanks, and labor ..•••••• , •••
l J l l l l J For miscellaneous items ..••••••. , •.•••• , , ••• , , , ••••••••• , , •• , •••••••••

15,200 00

10,225 00
2,800 00
100 00
1,938 00
125 00

700 00
800 00

1,200 00

300 00
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In the office of the Second Auditor:
Fqr blank books, binding-, stationery, labor 1 office furniture, printing blanks,
includine- pay for the Republic and Union, io be filed 1 bound, and preserved
in the office, and miscellaneous items ••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • •

$1,500 00

In the office of the Third Auditor:
For blank books, binding, stationery, printing, offiee furniture, including carpeting and labor ..••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,,.,,,.,,,,,•,,••••··•••
For miscellaneous items •.••••••••.. . ••••••••.• "'-' , , , •. , . , • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
For expenses of:arranging document rooms and preserving files and pape1~s ••

2,700 00
300 00
1,000 00

In the office of the Fourth Auditor:
For blank books, binding, printing, stationery, and labor ................. .
For miscellaneous items •••••.•••••••••••••••••• , •••• , •• , • , • • •, •• • • • • •

750 00
200 00

In the office of the Fifth Auditor: ~
For blank books, binding, stati9nery, and labor •••••• , .•••••• , ••••••••• •
For miscellaneous items .••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••• , , ••••• , , • • • • • •

425 00
350 00

·r

In the office of the Treasurer:

~o~ bl~nk books, h}nding, labor, stationery, and

1,000 00
500 00

printing ................. .
For miscellaneous items •• , •••• ,, •• : ••• ,., •••• , ••••••• ,., ••••••• "' •••••

In the office of the Register:
For blank' books, binding, and stationery •••••••••••••••.•••• , , , , , , , , , , • •
For blank forms of imports and exports, certificates of registers, blank en·rolments, and licenses of vessels, for the use of the collectors of the customs.
For labor and other mi3celianeous items -• ••••••••.• ,.,,.'. •• ,, •••••••• • ••••

2,500 00
I"

In the office of the Solicitor :
For b~ank books, binding-, stationery., printing, circulars and blanks for district
attorneys, clerks of courts, and marshals, and labor ...• , •••••••• , ••••• , ~
For miscellaneous items •.•.•.••••..•••••...•• ,,•••,••••••,•••••··•••·•
For statutes a~d r~ports, including those of the several States ••.•••••••••••
For mahogany case and stand for the safekeeping of the official seal.. , • , .••

1, ooei

oo

1,050
200
1,000
26

00

1,000 00

00
00
75

In the office of the Commissioner of Customs:
1,700 00
300 00

For bl~nk books, s~ationery, printing, and labor, ••••.•'• •.••.•• ,~ •••••• : •••
.For m1scellaneous items •••••••• , •• , , •••• , •• , , • , , •••. , • , , , • , •, •, •• • • • • •
SOUTHEAST EXECUTIVE BUILDING.

For compensatioq of' .the superintendent and eight watchmen of the southeast
executive building ....... ................... , ••.•••... , • , • : , •• •· • • • • • '
For contingent expenses-of said bQildingz namely: for labor, fuel, and lights .•
For -rent of ad<litioqal buildings for the accommodation of the offices of the
. Treasu.ry Depanmer.it •..•..••••• .•••••..•.• . .••..•.•• , ~ ••••.•• , • , • • • •
For fuel, watching, and miscellaneous items for the 13ame •• ; •• , ............ .

4,500 00
14,500 00
3,500 00
4,000 00

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
For compe~sat\on o_f the Secretary of th 7 Interior, and clerks, messengers, and
laborers 1n his office ....•.••••••••..••••• , ... : .••••• , •• ,.,, •• ,,,, •••••
For compensation of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, and the
recorder, draughtsman, assistant draughtsman, clerks, me~sengers, assistant
mess"nger;:i, and packers in his ,office ....• ; . .•.••..••• , •••••••...••••••
For compensation uf the Commissioner of Indian .Affairs, and the clerks, messenger, and assistant messenger i.n his office .•. , •..• , •••..••.•• , ...•.•.•
For compensation of the Commissioner of Pensions 1 and the clerks and mes-'
sengers in his office •••• , ... ; .••• , ••••..• , •.•• , • , , ••• , •••••••• , , , • , ••
For temporary clerks in the Pension office •• : ••••••••• ,.,. ••••••.•••• , •••••

~4,700 00
92,900 00
, 18,700 00
, 54,237 86
~~,733 33

"
CONTINGENT .' EXPENSES OF THE DEPARTMENT QF 'THE
INTERIOR.
'

In the office of the Secretary of the Interi~r:

,
For ~ooks, stationery, furniture, and other contingencies •.•• ,, •••••••••••••
For library, maps, &c • .. , .. , . , •••• , t , , , • • • , •• , • , , , ......... , •. , , •• , • , •••

f

2,000 00
1,000 00
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In the General Land Office :

For compensation of three temporary clerks, per act of third March, eighteen
hur\.dred and forty-nine .•••.••..•••..•.•.••...•.•••••.•.••..•.• , .••••
For compensation of seven laborers, at five hundred dollars per annu_qi, per act
of thirtieth September, eighteen hundred and fifty ....................... .
Por tract books, patent records, parchment, records of correspondence, stationery, blank boalrn, and' blank forms for district offices 1 advertising land sales,.
bind_i9g p~ats, field -not_es, aTJd office furniture, and repairs of tile same, ~ncluding mts cellaneous items. . • . • • . . • . • • . • • . . . • • • • . . • • . . • . ....•.•.•••
To meet requirements of the act "granting bounty lands to certain officers-and
soldiers who have been engaged in the military service of the United States,'~
approved September twenty-eighth, eighteen hundred and fifty,, for patent
records 1 ar:id parc!1ment for same, blank forms of returns, &c •••..••..••••
For tract books, pJat books, stationery, and instruments for t·h e office of the
Surveyor 6eneraJ, and including four ir,on 3afes for the offices connected
with the public lands in Oregon, California, Utal:i, and New Mexico, and
transportation •••.••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ , ••
In the office of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs:
FoT blank books, binding, and stationery •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,.•••••
For la?or ....•. -, • : • . . • • . • • • • • • • • . ••.••••.•••••.•••, .•••••••• : •••.••••
For m1scellaneous items ••.••••••.•••••••••••••• : ..................... .

$3,756 00
S,500 00

23,656 50

28,000 00

7,000 00
1,000 00
,200 00

800 00

In the o.ffice of the Commissioner of Pensions:
For stationery ••••••••••••••••••••.••.•• , •••••.•..•.... ~ •.•.••. .' ••• : •••
For prin~ing blank forms, regulations, circulars, and for advertising .•••••,. ••
For 1urn1ture •.•. •••••••••.••••••...•• , • • • • • • • • • • .••.•..••..•• , ••.•••
For bi~ding b9oks: ••.•••••••.•••••.••.•••••••.•.••.•••••• ') •••• ••••• , •
For miscellaneous 1te:qis ••••••• , ••..•• , •••..••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••
Building occupied by the Secretary of the Interior:
~
For compensation of superintendent of building, and four watchmen for the
same, tin addition to an unexpended balance on hand) .................. :.

2,500
6,000
1; 000
1,000
500

00
00
0(}
00
Of>

550- 00

WAR DEPARTMENT.
For compensa:t'ion of the Secretary of War, and the clerks, messenger, and
assi tant measenger in his office .... , •..•.•••...••....•.••..•.•..•.••..
For compensation of the clerk and messenger in the office of the Commanding .G eneral. . . . • • • • • . • . • • • • . . . ••..••••••••••.•• , . . •..••.•••..••..
For compensation of the clerks and meesenger in the office of the Adjutant
General .•. ••••. , •••...•.•.......••.••••••.......•.....•.....••...••
For compensa tion of the clerks and messenger in the office of the Q.uartermaster General. • • . • . . . • . . . • • • .• • • • • • • • . • • • • , •••••...•••••••..••..•••.•
For compensati~n of th~ clerks and messenger in the office of Clothing and
Equipage, Ph1ladelph1a .•..•••.••••••.••••••. , ••.•.•..•• , .••••.•••••
For compensation of the clerks and inei;senger in the office of the Paymaster
General .•• ...•.....• .•.•..•....••.••••••••.••...•..••...••.•••.•••
For compensation ~f the clerks and mes$enger in the office of the Commissary
General of Subsistence ....• , ..•...•..••••..•.....••• . .••.... . .'•..••
For compensation of the clerks and messenll'er in the office of the Chief En•
gineer •••• •...•...•. ..••.•••..••••••: ••••••..••..•••.••..•••••..••
For compensation of the clerks and messenger in the office of the Surgeon
General .• • , ... • ••••.•.....•••.•••••.••.••.••••.•.•.• '. .............. •
For compensation of the clerks and messenger in the office of the Colope1 of
Ordnance, . , .••..• ••.•••.••• . •.••••. , •..•••..••.•.•..•••.....•• ., •••
For comp~nsation of the clerks and messenger in the bureau of Topographi•
cal Engineers, . : •••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••..••••••

, 17,850 00

1,soo oe
10,450

eo

12,300 00
4r040 00
9,900 00
6,-300 00
5,900 00
37650 00
8,650 00
4,900 00

CONTI ,.GENT EXPENSES OF THE WAR DEPARTMENT.
In the office of the Secretary of War:
Fo~ bl~nk books, binding, stationery, labor, and printing, newspapers and per1od1cals ••••. . , ........................................ , ..... , ..••••
or books, map'3, and plans .••• , ...••••...•••••••••..• , ...•...• , .••••••
For extra clerk's m the War Department ................................ .

For miscellaneous items ....... , .... ,, ..•..•••••.... , ..•. , .•. , •• ,., .•..

r

-

J, 450
1,000
1,500
550

00

00
00
00
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t'i ..
I~ the office of the Commanding General: ·
For misc~laneous items ••••••••••••••• •• •• ,., •• ,,.,,,.,,.,, ••• , ._.,., •• _

In the offi<:;e of the Adjutant Genetal:
For printing Army _Re~fater, gener~l 9rders, circulars, &c .•• " •)• •••••• •••• :
For blank books, binding, and ~tatlonery. • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • . • ••••• , ••••
For miscellaneous items, including office fumiture •••••.•••••• , ..•••••.••• •
. In the office of the Quartermaster General, including the office at Philadelphia~
For blank books, binding, and !'!tationery .••••••••••••••••••••••• : •••••••
For labor ..••.•• • •..•.•••••• o • • • • • • • • • • • • • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •, • • • • • • • • • • ,
For printing ..•• .,, •.•...••.•• , .•• • ••••••••••• , .•• , ..• , • • • •.,,,,,.,. •, •
For office-rent at Phil!ldelphia .•••• ••• ••• , ••• ~ ••••.•••••••.•••.•••.•••••
For miscellaneous ,items .•••••••• -...................................... .
In the office of the Pa~master General~
\
For miscellaneous item-s .•••·••••.•••••••••• , •••••••.••••••••••••••••••• · ·

-21
$300 00

00
500 00
300 00

, ·700

700
150
200
500

00
00
00
00

4!)0 00

1,000 00

In the office of the' Commissary General o( Sub~istence :
For blarik book~, binding~ stationery, p1·inting, advertising, and labor .•••.• ,·
For miscellaneous items ..•.•.•••.•• .' .... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • •••

3,000 00
150 00

In the office of the Chief Engineer: ·
Forblanlt bookS', bfoding, stationery, and prin(ing .••••••• L . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
For misaellaneous items, including subscriptions to two daily ·w ash"ington
newspapera .......··.• -••• _•..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••• , ••

600 00

~n the office of the Surgeon General :
For blank booki;i, binding, station~ry, and printing ........... ............ .
For mi_scella neous iten1s •••••••••••••.•••.•••..••• : ••••..•••••••• " •••• •

400 00

175 00
100 00

In the office of the C(}lonel of Ordnance :
For blank books, bi~ding, stationery, and printing ••••..••••••••••••••••••
For miscellaneous .items .••.••••.••••.•••••• ·•.••••••••••••• , •••••••• , • ,

500 00
350 00

In the bureau of Topographical Engineers :
For blank books, binding, ~tationery, &c ••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••• , ••
F'or labor .... ...... ............................. : •.•••••••. , •.••••••••
For miscellaneous items ................................................ -.

750 00
500 00
500 00

· NORTHWEST -EXECUTIVE BUILDING•
.!For compensation of the superintendent and four watchmen of the northwest
executive hliilding .....• , ••• .' ..••••••..••...•..••..••.. ·.....••••••
For contingent expenses for said -building-namely, for labor, fuel, !!-nd light.
For n1iscellaneoua items •••••••• , •••.••••.•••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••

2,250 00
2,400 00
I, 600 00

1

BUILDING CORNER OF F AND SEVENl'EENT.fI STREETS.
For rent of house on nort~west corner of F and 17th Jtreets, and warmi11g alL
the rooms in it ••••......•••••••.•...••.••••••••.•.•.......•..•..•• ,
For compensation of superintendent and four watchmen of the building corner
of F and 17th streets. • • • . . . • . • . • . .•••.•..••., ..•..•..•.•.•.•.•••..••
For continge11t expenaes for said buihlinr-namely, for la~or •••• , .•.••••••
For miaceilaneous items ••••••••.•.. ,••••.•••••••• , •••• , ............. •,•.

21,875 00
2,250 00
540 00
860 GO

NAVY DEPARTMENT.
For compensation- of the Secretary of the Navy,, and the clerks, messenger,
and assistant messenger in his office •...• , ............................ .
For compensation of the chief of the Bureau of Construction, Equipme.nt, ~.
and Repairs, and the assistant constructor, drmrghtsman 1 clerks, and mes- '
senger in his office ..... . ...•.••.• •• ••......•..•. , ....• , ••...•••••.•.• '
For compensation of naval constructor and the engineer-in-chief••••••.•••••
For compensation of the chief of the Bureau of Ordnance and Hydrography,
and vf draughtsmen, clerks, and messenger in his office, .•.•• •••', •• .••••••

22,000 GO
13,nOO 00
6,000 00
9,400 00
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For compensation of the chie.f of the Bureau of Navy Yards and Docks,and
of the civil engineer, -draughtsman, c;.lerks, and messenger in his office ...••
For compensatio-n of the clerks and messenger in the Bu'reau ,of Provisions _
and Clothing .. ............................ ·• - ••... ·•••••••....•••., • .- )
For the annual sahlry' of the chief of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery .•
For compensation of the assistant surgeon, clerks, a11d messenger in the office
of the chief of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery ••• , ••• '.' •• , •••••••• ·

$12,600 00
7,300 00
3,000 00
4,700 00

CONTINGENqES OF THE NAVY .DEPARTMENT.
For contin.gencies of the_-Navy Department and all the · bureaus co~nected
therewith', namely: for blank books, binding, stationery, printing, labor,
and office rent .• , ••••.••••••••••••••••.•••••••.••• , •••• _, ••• ~ .......... ;

6,930 00

SOUTHWEST EXECUTIVE, BUILDJNG.
For compensation of the superintendent and three watchmen of th~ sou'thwest
Executive puilding....•. ; ..• : •..........•.. ..-•...••••.•.•...•........•
For contingent expenses of said puilding, na~ely: for labor, fuel; and lights.
For miscellaneous items~ •••.••.• -; , .•••••••••••••.••.••·•••••••••••.•••

750 00
·1:11,150
675 0
00

POST OFFJC~ DEPARTM~NT.
For compe~sation of the Postmaster General •.•..••••••••••• ; •••••••••••• ,
For compensation of three Assistant Postmasters General, clerks, messeJTgers,
assif;ltant mes~ngers, and watchmen of said department •• ,........... • ••
For compensation of the superintendent of tbe Post Office.'...... , •••••• ; •••
For compensation of temporary , clerks ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••

6,000 00
95,900 00
, ;250 00
1.,000 00

Fer co11tingent expenses of said dep«rtment, viz:
blank books, binding, stationery, fuel for the General Post Office building,
oil, gas, and ' candles, printing,Jabor, and day watchman •.••. n • • • • • • • • • •
For miscellaneous items .......•.•.•••..•...... ,.••.....•••••..•....••.• ,
For repairs of the General Post Office building, for office furniture, glazrng,
and whitewashing.. . . . • • • ..•.••. - ........••.....•• , , •••••... _••••••
For compensation of the Auditor of the Post Office Department, and the clerks,·
messenger, and assistai:t messenger in hia office.,.............. • ••.....
For coptingent expenses, viz: blank books, binding, st~tioriery, labor, printing, blanks, circulars, aod miscellaneous items and furniture .•••••• , ••••••
F:tl'

9,700 00
800 00

1,500 00
103,200 00
9,200 00

INTERCOURSE WITH F0RElGN NATIONS..
For salaries of the ministers of the, United State.s to Great Britain, France,
Russia, Prussia, Spain, Brazil, Mexico, and Chili .....•. '.............. .
For salaries of the secretaries of legation to the same places ..••••••..••••••
For salary of minister resident to Turkey .........•.•••.• , ••••••• , ••••..•
For sal•ny of the drngoman to the legation to Turkey ......••••.•...•. , .•.•
For salary of an assistant dragoman and secretary to the legatiim to Turkey ••
For ealaries of charges d'affaircs to Portugai, Austria, Denmark, Sweden,
Holland, Belgium, Naples, Sardinia, the Papal States, Peru, New Granada,
Venezuela, Buenos Ayres, Bolivia, Guatemala, Ecuador, and Nicaragua .••
For contingent expenses of all the missions abroad ....................... .
F or contingent expenses of foreign intercourse ••••.• , .................... .
For expenses of intercourse with the Barbary Powers .••••••••••••...• , .•
For salary of the consul at London .. ............•...•••• ,, ••.••.••.•••••
For salary of the commissioner to the Sandwich islands •...••••.••..••• ~·.
For interpreters, guards, and other expenses of the consulates at Constantinople, Smyrna, and Alexandria .... , .............. . ............... -~.
For office rent of the consul at Basie, in Switzerland. . • • • • .•.••.••.•......
For sala~y of a commissioner to reside in China, including the arlditional <;.om ..
pe11sat10n und er the act to carry into effect certain provisions in the treaties
between the United States and China and the Ottoman Porte ..•.•••.••..•
For salary of the intc.rpreter and secretary of said mission .••••..•..•. , ••••
For compensation to the consuls at the five ports in China viz: Kwang-Chow
Amoy, Fuchow, ingpot and Shanghai .............. :.,, .•.•.•..••••• :
For al~ry of consul ~eneral at Alexandria .••. , ......................... .
For relief and protection of Amencan se:1men in foreign countries •••••••••••

72,000
16,000
6,000
2,500
1r500
76,500
4(),000
30,000
9,()00
2,000
3,000

00
00
00

00
00
00

00
00
(JO

00
00

1,500 00
100 00
6,000 00
2,500 00
5,000 00
3,000 00

125,000 00
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For .elerk-hire, office rent, and other expenses of the office of~consul at London,
For salary of the consul· general a_t Be1rout .... : _. .•••• _. ..••••• . •••••• , ..••
For compensation of the comm1ss1on_er on Br_az~l1aA claims . . •••.•••...•..••
For compensatio'n of ,the clerk of sa1cl co~~1ss1oner .... ·: .•.•••••• •••••••
For the contingent expenses of the comm1ss10n~-[Cndefimte.]

500 00

3-, uuo 00

2,000 00

MINT OF THE UNITED STATES •

.at Philadelphia.
For salaries of the<lireetor, treasurer, chief coiner, melter and refiner, engraver,
assayer, -assisrant assayer, and their clerks .••••••••...•.•••••••...•.•••
Fer ~ages of worlcme~ •... •...• . .••.._••... ~ .....••••.... : ..•.•.. : .~. ! • •
For incidental ancl .eontm~ent expenses, rncludmg fuel, materials, stauonery,
wa'ter rent, repairs, and wastage, in additiqn to the a_vailable fun.ds on hand,
For specimens of ores and cbins to be reserved at the mint •••••.••••.•••.•••

21,000 00

47, oou 00

700 00
300 00

.11.t Charlotte, North Carolina.

6,000 00
4,100 00

For salaries of superintendent, coiner, assayer, and clerk •••••••••••• , , ••••
For wagea of workmen and watchmen ..•••...•..••.•••.•• , .• , , ••••• • ••• •
For in~idental and contingent expense~.' ~nclllding fuel, materials, stationery,
repairs, and wastage ••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••• , •• , .• , • , , , ••• , •

1,500 00

j

.flt Dahlonega, Georgia.
01
• of supermten
•
:
dent, comer,
.'
f k .•.••••••
. . , ••••••••
F or sa1artes
assayer, an d c.er
For wages of workmen: •...•..••..••..••.•••.•••..••.. : •.. ,, . .••••• •,•
For incidental and contingent expenses, including fuel, materials, stationery,
repairs, and. wastage•. .••.•••••••..•• , •••••••• , •••••••••••••••••• , •••

6,000 00
3,600 00
l, 400 00

.!lt New Orleans.
For salarie~ of toe superintendent, tree.surer, assayer, coiner, meit~r, refiner,
and clerk ...•..••..••..••.• , •.•...••••• , • , , • • • • , • , • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • •
For wages of workmen . .• ••..••..••••• , .•••.••• . ..•.• , •.•••.••....•..••
For incidental and contingent expen._ses, inclLtding fuel,: materials, stationery,
water rent, repairs, new mach.iaery, a.nd wastage, in a~dition to available
fuads on hand. .•••••••••••.••••.••••• : .•••••• • .• , , • , ••••• • .•• , • •. • • •

J.7, 300 00
~

33,500 00

45,200 00

· JUDICIARY.
For sala,r.iefl of the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, and eight associate
judges •.•••••••. , .•.......•.•••••••••.•••••.•••...•••••.•••..••••••
For salaries of the district jud§eS•..•.•.. , •..•.••••..• . ......•..••..••••
For salaries of th.e c'liief justice of the District of Columbia, the associate '
judges, and the judges of the <!.rimin.al court and .orphans' court .......... .
For salar1es of the Attoruey General, and the clerks arid messenger in his
office ..••.•••...•......••.....•••...• , •••.. , , .•••.. , •.•• , .. • •• • • • • •
For contingent ex[Jenses of tae oflice of the Attorney General : ..•.•••..••••
For sala-ry, 1of the. repot•ter of the deeisions of the Supreme Court, thirteen
hundred dolla rs, if only one volume of thQ report shall be published as herefore; and in case the ::lupreme Cl)Ul't shalt direct him to publish two volumes,
then the sum of thirteen hundred dollars for each voli1me so published •.•••
For compensation of the district attomeys, being two hundred dollars ea:ch,•l!-S
prescnbed bJ:7 law ................. •~ ••••• ,.•.• , •••••..••••••..••...•.•
For compensatton to tlil.e marshals ..••..••.•••.•••..••...•.•••..•••••• •'•
For defrayin g the expenses of the su~reme, circllit, and district courts of the
United States, including the 01stri.ct of Columbia; also for jurors and wjtnessts, in aid of the funds arising from fines, penalties, and fol'feitllres, in~.
curred in the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hund1·ed and lifWtwo, and previous years; and likewi·se for defraying the expenses of suits
in which the United States are concerned, and of prosecutions for offences
commilted against the United States., and for the safe-keeping of prisoners.

4f, 000 -00
70,000 60

11,200 00
10,300 00
, 500 00

2,600 00
8,800 00
7,400 00

592, 747 00

LIGHT-HOUSE ESTABLISHMENT.
For _eup p_Iying light-houses, containing thre~ thousand and n inety-three lamps,
w1~h otl, tube-glasses, wicks, buff-skins, whiting~and cotton-cloth, transportat10_n, and_ oth_er expenses on the same, ancl for repairing and. keeping in
r-epa,r the IJghw.ug apparatus ... , ••••••• , •••• , • • , , o, ••• , ••• , . . . . . • ••••

152,081 5t
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For repairs ~nd i_nc~dental ~xpenses, and ~efitti;g a~d. improvements or'ligh~houses an buildings connected therewith ...•.•••.·•...••..••••••..••••

Far: salaries of three hundred a..nd tw.o keepers of light-houses and twenty as-

SI8tants, (twentrfive of them charged with double aml two with triple
'lights,) and inc ludilig one thousand two hundred q~llars for salary of an
inspector pf lig-hts on'the upper lakes ..•....• .. •....• .'.,, ..•. ; ••••••••.•
For feamen's wages,_ repairs, and_ supplies of fo1,ty ftoating-lightE1 ~ .. •...••••
For expenses of weighing, mo~nng, and_ cl eansing, repairing and supplying
losses of beacons, buoys, cha ms, and smkers ••••• , •••••.••.••••.•• , •••
For 1satarie~ of forty .lfoepers' of floating-lights ••· .•....•••• , ••• ,, •.•••••..•
F~t exre!1ses of_s_uperintendents in·.visiting light-houses annually, and reporting their conditton ..••....•.. ! ........................ , ...... . ••••••
For sup~rintendents' commisaiom; av two and a half per cent., ~n five hundred
and sixteen thousand three hundred and fifty-six dollars and eighty-two
cents,_appropriated ab~ve, for light~house purposesh,,.,, •.•, •••••••••• ,.

$89~638 lr4

127,003 3:¾
86,815 24

37,008 02
21,.750 00
2,000 0(}
12,908 9~

HOSPITALS.
F or 'Completion of the mltrine hospital at Chicago, lllmois ....••••••••.•••• : •
For completion of the marine hospital at St. Louis Missouri ................ '
For marine hospital at Natch ez, Mi'ssissippi ...•.. '. •••••· ••••.••• ,.••••••• ; •
For marine hospital at Louisvil.le, Kentucky .•••••. , • , ••.•••• , • ~ ••••..•••
For marine hospital at Paducah, Kentucky , •• , •••••••••••••••••••• .- •••••
For marine hospital at Naf10leon, Ark~nsas., •.•••·.. , ..................... .
For marine hospital at Cleveland, Ohio., ............. ~., .............. ~.
CUSTOMS.

•'

For coJ1tinuing the construction of 'the custom-house at New Orlea'ns ..... ., ...
For continuing the construct-ion of th_e cus tom-house at Charleston, So~tn. Carolina .•.•.....••... , .......•......•.• . • ............................ .
For continuing the construction of the custom-house at Sava~nah, G.e orgia .••
For furniture and :fixtures fo 1Ythe accommodation of the officers of the revenue,

-~~~~ ~~~-r~-~i~~~ -~t~~~s

4,712 00
22,806 00
20,000 00
- 7,000 0()
11.000 00
12,000 00:
127 909 05

·c-~~t~-~~~~~~~

s::~~ont~: t:of;i~.
.•c~~-r~~·. i.~ .t~~
-~t.
For the completion of the custom-house at San Francisco; Galifornia ..•....•
'For the construction of a bui lding for a custom-hous'e, independent treasury ,
r and other offices of the United States at St. Louis, Missouri, in addition to
appropriation of thirtieth September, eighteen hundred and fifty .......... .
For purchasing a site an<l commencing the erection ef a suitable building in
the city of Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, for custom-house, post office, court
rooms, and other offices of the United States......••..••...........•...•
For purchasing ' a site and commenci'ng the erection of a suitable building in
the city of Louisville, Kentucky, for custom-house, post, office, court rooms,
and other offices ot the United States .••••......•.....•••....•••.••••••
For the constr'uction of a building for a custom-house, independent treasury,
and other offices of' the United States at Cincinnati, Ohio, in addition to the
appropriation of thirtieth of September, eighteen hundred and .fifty •.••••••

250,000 00
100,000 00
3:};000 00
6,556 00
300,000 00,
25,000 00
I

7'.5,000 00,
75,000 00.
25,000 00

SURVEY OF THE ,COAST.
For survey of tbe coast of the United ~tates, in cluding compensation to euper.,.
intendent and assistants , (a nd excluding rhe pay and rations of officers of
tbe army and navy, and petty officers and men of the na vy employed on the
work) ...••...•••• ,• ....•.............• . ..........•.....•.•.•.•....
For continuing the survey of the reefs, shoals, keys, and coasts o( South Fl orida, by the superintendent of the coast survey, (and excluding the pay and
rations of th e officers of the army and navy, and petty officers and men of
tlre navy employed on the work) ..•.••••....••••.•.... , . ..••••....•...
For continu ing the survey of the western coast of the United S tates by the s uperintendent of the coast survey .•.....•••.••..•..•• , ••.••••••• , ••••••

INDEPENDENT TREASURY.
For ~alaries of tte assistant treasurers of the U nitecl States at New York,
_ Boston, Charleston, and St. Louis ••••••••••••••• , , ••••••••••••••••••••

180,000 O(}

30,000 00
100,000 00,
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For additional salaries of the treasurer of the mint at Philadelphia of one
thousand dollars, and of the treasurer of the ·branch mint at New Orlean s of
five hundred do)lars .•••• , ...••..•....••••...•.....•...•. ,· .••..••• , ••
For salarie!l often clerks, authorized by the act of sixth August, eighteen hundred and, forty-six:, and of the twelfth of August, eighteen hundred and fo rtyeight. ..•.••. ;, .. , •. , •••• , .... , ..•..• · .. , , ••••.•••....• , , , ..... , , • • •
For salary of the chief"clerk of the assistant treasurer _af New Y?rk .... , ..•
For contingent expenses under the act for the safe-keeping , collectmg , tran sfe r,
and disbursement of the public revenue, of sixth of August, eig hteeh hu ndred and fo'r ty-six .••.••••••.•••••••••.•••...• , •.•..•...••....••••••
For compensation to · special agents to 'examine books, accounts, and ;noney
on hand in .the several depositorj<:: s, under the act of sixth of Augu st, eig hteen hundred a13,d forty-six .••·•••••••••••••.•••••••••••••• , .•• , •.•.••• ,

$1,500 00
9,600 00
1,500 00
16,500 00
5,000 00

MISCELLANEOUS.

20,000 00

For expenses of loans and treasury notea .•••••••••.•••.•••••••••.•••.•••
For the discharge of such miscellaneous claims, not otherwise provided for, as
shall be admitted under course of settlement at the treasury ..•••.••••..••
For supply of deficiencies' in the fund for the r~lief or sick seamen . . •••.• , ••

5,000 00
200,000 00

SURVEYORS GENERA~ AND THEIR CLERKS. '
For ,compensation of the surveyor general of ,Oregon, ,and the clerks in his office ..•.••• , •••.•••....••••••... , • . . • • . • • . . . • . • . • • ~ ............. . . . .
For conlpensation of the surveyor general northwest of the Ohio, and the
clerks in ,his office ...••..•.•...•.•..•..•.•.•• . .......•....••••• , , ... .
For compensatio1) of the surveyor general of Illinois and Missouri, aJ').d the
cl~rks jn his office .............................. . ................ . , · •
For compensation of the surveyor general of Louisiana, and the clerks in h is
office ••••••.•..•..•... ·.••••••...•••• • .......•...•....•••• .•.....• . ,.
For compensation of the surveyor genera\ of Florida, and the clerks in his
office ............................ ,., ••• ,, .•.. ••.•••••••·•••········
For cumpensation of the surveyor general of Wiscons in and lowii , and the
clerk~ in his office .•.•... " , • • • . . . . . . • • . . . • . .•••••...•• ,; ... , .. , • • • • •
For cler½s in the offices @f the su~veyor.s g-enerJ.l, to be apportioned to them
according to the exigencies of the public service, and, if necessary, to be
~mployed in transcribing field-notes of surveys, for the RUrpose of preserving them at the seat of governtnent ..•• , • , •• , •••••.•••.••••.••.. , •• • . , . ,
GOVERNMENTS IN THE TERRITORIES.

6,500 00
8,300 00
5,820 00
4,500 00
5,500 00
8,300 00

25,000 00
I r

'

Territory of Oregen.

rFor sala~ies of governo·r, .three judges, and secr€tary., ••••••••• ,,, ••••.•. .'
For contingent expenses of said Territory .•• , .....•...•.•.•••.•.....•. ,•,
For compensation and
mileage of members of the legislative assembly, offi cers ,
1
clerks, and contiri gent expenses of the assembly .••••••• , : ••••.•.••••• • •

'

Territory of Minnefola.

10,500 00
1,500 00
24,000 00

'

For salaries of go~ernor, three judges, and secretary ••••• ·•.•••~ ••••• : .•.. ;,
Fo1· salary of supnintendent of Indian affairs •• , ................. "' •••..••
For contingent expenses of said Territory • .••...•...••••.. ,' •..•...•...• ,
,For compensation and mileage of members of the legislative assembly, officers,
clerks, and contingent expenses of the assembly .................... ,• .,.

8,700 00
1,000 00
-1, 000 00
,24, 000 00

Territory of New Mexico.
For salaries of gov.ernor, three judges, and secretary .. : ••.• ,., ••.•....••.•
For salary of superintendent of Inctian a:ffa-irs •...••...•.•• , ••...•..••.. ..•
For continger.t expenses of said territory , ..•.• , ..... : : ..........•......•
For compensation and mileage of members of tb'e legislative assembly, officers,
clerks, and contingent expenses of the assembly ..••••••..••••.•.•••••••

8,700 00
1,000 00
1,900 00
24,000 00

T erritory of Utah.
For salaries of governor, three judges, and secretary .••• ,. • • • • • • • • • • . ••••
For salary of superintendent of Iridi~n affairs ••••....•.•••••..•••• : .: •••••
For contingent expe~ses of said Territory • , •• , , ;, , , ••••••• , •• , , ••.•.••• ,

8,700 00
1,000 00
·I, LOO 00
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'

For compensati nn and mileage of m~mbers of the legislative assembly, officers,
clerks, and contingent expenses of the assembly.,.,, •••.•• ,, ••• , ••• , •••

$24,000 00

Surveys of public lands.

For surveying the public lands, in addition to the unexpended balance of for- ,
mer app-ropriationis, viz:
.
For' surveying the public lands, including incidental expenses, to be apportioned to the several districts accordirrg to the exigencies of the public ser- 1
vice, the part to. be applied to the surveys required by the location and survey of private claims in Florida to be disbursed at augmented rates .. ., •..•
For completing the 'survey of the copper region of Michigan, at a rate not «;X-.
ceeding six dollars per mile......
. , ..•.... •.•• , .....•••••.•••..... , ••
For surveying and co rrecting erroneous surveys in the lower peninsula of ·
Michigan, at a rate not exceedmg six dollars per mile ...... '.-.••. ,, .• '••• •
For survey of the Menomonie cesllion, Wisconsrn, at a rate not exceeding five
1lollars per mile.. . . . .....•.. / . ..•••• , .••..••... r •• , , , , , , • , • • • • • , • • • •
For surveys in the southern part of Missouri, east of the ,meridian, at a rate
not exceeding five dollars per mile .... , ... . •••• , •• , .••......., .•...•.•.•
For correction of ·err'oneous and defective lir.es of the public and private sur- ·
veys in M1S'souri, at a rate n.ot exceeding six dollars per mile .........••••
For retracing and resurveying fraudulent and erroneous works in Arkansas, at
a rate not exceeding four dollars per mile .•.•...•.•.•••••.....••••• ~ •• •
For correcting detached erroneous surveys in Arkansas, at 'a rate not exceeding &ix d?llai:s per 1!1-i_le •. ......••....•.•••. , •• , • , • ~ • , •.• , ••• , ••.• , ••• ,
For surveyrng m Lou1s1ana, at augmented rates .••• , •• , ••.•.•• , ........... .
FOi' the survey of private claims in Florida, under the act of twenty-eighth of
June, eighteen hundred and forty-eight, includiug the work now ur.der contra~t ..... , • , • • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . , ....•... , ... , , , , .•.. , , , • • , •,, • • • • • • •
For completing certain sm1/eys in Florida, including scrap work, at a rate not
exceeding six dollars per mile, in consequence of the difficu~fies attending
the execution of the same ........••••.•.•.•••..••..••.•.••.••••.•..• ,
For running and marking the base and meridian lines in Oregon, as required ,·
by the th ird section of the act of twenty-seventh September, eighteen hur,dred and fifty ................. . ....... , •• .' ... . • : ••.......• 1 • • • , • • • • •
For surveying in Oregon of township lines and subdivisions of townships, at
a rate not to exceed twelve dollars per mile.,,, •••••••••••••• , , , •••• , ••

PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
For the purchase of tree-boxes, leather, wire, and twine.. . • , . , ........... .
For the })ire of two carts, at two dollars per day each, for two hundred and
fifty days . .........••...• . ...... , •.•• , •••..•••• , •. , . , , , , • , .... • • • • •
For manure for the public grounds •. . •••.•...•.....•..•.... , .••.••••• ,,.
For the purchase of trees for the mall and other public grounds ....•.••• , •••
For expense of enclosing and preparing public ground., for nursery •.•••• . .••
For ca ual repairs of the Capitol, repairs of the water-closets, cleaning farnaces, &.c., repairing stables, and various other appendai?:es to the Capitol ••
To enable the Clerk of the House to cause to be erected iA the basement,
under the east entrance of the Capitol nearest the House of Representatives.
a suitable furnace for warming and excluding the dampness from that part of
the building ..•....... , ••.... , ......••••...•...............•.••••.••
For improving public grounds north, south, and west of the Capitol •.•••. , ••
For com pen ation of the western gate-keeper •.•.•..•...• , , ••••••...••• , ,
For com pensat io n of two additional watchmen at the park •...•.......••.••
For compensation of the messe nger attendant in part on the main furnace ..• ,,
For compensation of the laborer employed by the Commissioner of Public
Buildings for cleaning rotnndo, water-closets, &c .•••••.•.•.•.•.•••.•.•••
For compensation of the public gardener .•...•.. , . . • . . . • . . . . • • . • . ....••
For compensation of sixteen laborers employed on the public grounds and
Presid em's garden, at forty dollars per month each ....................•.
For annual repairs o'f the President's House, garden, and laborers, gravelling
the walks in President's square, &c ........•........... , .••.... , .•••• ,
For purchase of books for library at the Executiv.e Man ion ............... .
For lighting Pennsylvania avenue from the Treasury Department to the Capi•
tol, and compen ation to two lamp-lighters for the same, and for lighting
the Capitol g rou nds and the President's House .••••...................
For compensation of four as~1stant drawkeepers at the Potomac bridge, including oil for lamps, machinery, firewood, repairs of the northern abutn1cnts1 and other casual repairs •..••••. , ••••••••••• , ••••••••••• . ••••••

115,000 00
25,200 00
10,500 00
25,000 00
5,000 00
2,000 00
15,000 00
1,560 00
20,000 00
10,000 00
10,000 00
· 9,000 00
51,840 00
}.

~50 00
1,000
600
1,000
750

00
00
00
00

,4, 500 00

500
2,500
730
730
350

00
00
00
00
00

365 00
1,206 00
7,680 00
5,000 00
250 00
12,000 00
5,000 00
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For repairs of the bridges on the eastern branGh of the Potomac, pay of
dra\vkeepers, oil for lamps and machinery ..••••.....•.•.•..••••..••.
For the support, c~re, an~ me~ical trnatm~nt of twelve transient paupers,
medical and su rgical patients m the Washrngton Infirmary .............. .
For completing the gradi1:g, and planting with trees, and enclosing the public
mall from Third street to the Potomac river .•••....••••... , ..••••.•....
For continuing -the improvements, grading, and planting with trees the
grounds sou th of the President's House. . • • . • • • • . . .................. .
For supplying the deft ·iency in the last approp'riation for improving New J er•
sey avenue, south of the Capitol, according to the grade established by the
corpoi-ation of Washington .... . .••..••......•.......••.........••• •.•
For completing the improvements of New Jersey avenue, north of the Capt•
tol, accordin~ to the grade establiahed by the corporation of Washington,
from North B street to North E street, including a bridge over the Tiber, in
addition to the amount on hand.. . . • . . • . . . . • . . . • . . • • . . • • . .•..••..... ,
To supply deficiency in appropriation for continuing the pavement around the
Capitol ......•............•.•••...........•.•.•......••...••..• ,.,.
For extending ti)e gas gipes, and providing lamp-posts, lamps, and burners,
in front of the executive ~u1ldings on Fifteenth and Seventeenth streeta, and
the north front of the President's grounds. . .•. . ..•......••.........•••
Fol' grading and paving with round stone Twelfth and Fourteenth streets,
from the canal to South B street . • • . • • • • . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • • . . •..••••••••
For grading and improving Maryland avenue, from Seventh street to the Poto1nac bridge. . . • . •. ,' •.•...•.•••....•...•... , ..••. .. ••..•..... , , .• ,
For grading and paving with round stone Seventeen~h street, from Pennsylvania aven ue to the south side of New York avenue·, and continuing the
sewer from its -e.resent terminus at New York avenue and Seventeenth
street to Pennsylvania avenue ...• • •••...•.•.•.••. .• .. , ...•..••.•••••••
For filling up, grading, and otherwise jmproving Franklin square •........••
For painting the external wi.lls of the Treasury and Patent Office buildings ••
For compensation of. the Commissioner of Public Building~ .•••••••••••••••
For completing the east wing of the Patent Office building. ·•.•...•.•••...••
For the com pensation of two watchmen to be employed at the Executive
Mansion and grounds, to supply the place of watchmen taken from the ·
Executive Mansion and employed in {he executive buildingt, .....•...•.•.•
For completing, cleaning out, and ' repairi ng that portion of the Washington
city canal which passes through and along t~e public gro~nds ..••••••.•••
To complete the grades of the city of Washington .....•..•.••••...•.•••_••
To rei1nburse the corporation of Washington the amount aavanced to complete the culvert and the paving of Fifteenth street west, in front of the
Treasury Department . . . • • . • . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . .....••..•....••••.• ~ •.•
For the compensation and contingent expenses of the auxiliary g1rnrd ..•.•••
For 'l'efunding to Charles P. Montgomery the duties paid on a bell presented
to him at Ge'noa, for the new church adjoining the literary institution of St.
Joseph's, Perry county, Ohio ...................................... .

$4,000 00
2,000 00
13,000 00
10,000 00
4,000 00

10,000 00
1,000 00
6,500 00
Sl,000 00
6,500 00

5,500
5,5110
5,000
2,000
200,000

00
00
00
00
00

J,000 00
20,000 00
4,000 00
2,3fl9 90
15,000 00
· 90 60 ·

PUBLIC LANDS.
(

For salarie-~ and commissions of' registers of land offices and receivers o'f public rnoneys ..... .••••.••••••.•. . ....••••..•. ,•••.•••• • •· ..•... • • • • • •,
For ~xpenses of depositing public moneys by receivers of public moneys .• _••
For mc1dental expenses of the several land offices ....•••••.•••. , ••••• , .•.•
For salary of ' the recorder of land titles in Missouri. ••••.....•••••••••••••
For compensation of secretary to sign patents for public lands .•••, ••••••••••

120,820
19,275
30,105
500
1/500

00
00
00
00
00

MlSCELL'AN EOUS.
For expenses of running and mark,ing the boundary line between the United
St8:tes and Mexico , and making the examinatiomi contemplated by the sixth
article of the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, and for paying the salaries of
the officer:, of the, commission .......••.• , ...••• , •••••...•.. ·., ..••• , • .
For the collection of agricultural statistics .•.. ·•..••.••......•...••••....• , •
Fur the warden, clerk, physician, chaplain, two aasistant lrnepers, four guards,
and porter of the peni tentiary ot the District of Columbia ............... .
For three inspectors of said penitenliary . . ......••..•.•.•••••••••••••••••
F or ,the support 'an.d maintenance of said penitentiary ........' ............. .
For support, clothing, and medical treatment of insane paupers in the District
o~ C?lum~ 1a, at such place 01· places as the Secretary of the Interior may in _
h1a discretion deem proper •• , • , , ••• , , • ,•••••• , , , ••• , •••••• , • ••• •• , , •• 1

100,000 00
5,500 00
7,550 00
300 00
4,,070 00
10,000 00
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For compensation of the watchmen in the Presid~n t's H6use •.•..••••,._.. ; ••
For compensation of John P. Brown, secretary ari\l dragoman of the legation
of Turkey, for his services as acting charge d 'affaires at different periods ...
For compensation to Theodore S. ,Fay, secretary of legation to Prussia, for
his services as acting charge d 'affaires at different periods . .- .•.•••••••...•
For compensation of Robert M. Wash, secretary of legation to Mexico, for
h5s services as acting chacge d 'affaires .........•..••••.•.•••••..•.••.•..
For the payment of the claim of the city of Detroit for paving in front, of
property belonging to the United States in that c,ity ........•.•••••..••••
. For compensation of Benjamin Rush, secretary of the legation to Lofldon, for
hi~ services as acting charge d'affaires ....•.........•. . •••••... , .••.•..•
To make good the interest on investments in State stocks and bonds for the
Chickasaw tribe of Indians not yet paid by the States, to be reimbursed out
of the interest when collected ••••••••...••.•..•..••••...•..••... ,•.•.•
To enable the Clerk of the House of RepresentativeS- to pay for reporting and'
ub lishing in the Daily Globe, five hundred and thirty-three and one-half
columns of the proceedings of the House of Representatives of the last
session of Congress ....• ~ . ...•......••••.....•• 1 • , , , , • • • • • • , • • • • • • , •
To enable the Clerk of the House of Representatives to pay for two hundred
and sixty-four copies of the Congressional Globe, an_d for two hundred and
sixty-four co pies of the Appendix, for the first session of tbe Thi1;.ty-firl.t
Congress, at three ,dollars per copy each ..•.... : -. .•...•.... , ••.••••...•
To enable the Clerk of the House of• Representatives to pay for twelve copies
of the Congressional ,Globe and Appendix, of the second sess'ion of the
Thirtieth Congress, at three dollars per copy ......•.•..........• ; ••...•
To enable the Clerk of the House of Representatives to pay for fiv~ thou~and
six hundred and forty copies of the Congressional Globe and Appendix, for
the second session of the Thirty-first Congress,,at three dollars per copy .•
To enable the Clel'k (\f the Hou~e of Representatives to pay for r~purting a,nd
publishing in the Daily Globe, eight hundred columns of the proceedil'lgs
of the House of Representatives for the second session of the Thirty-firs.t
Congress, at the rate of seven dolUrs and fifty cents per column ...•..••••
To enable the Clerk of the House of Representatives to pay for binding ~ve
thousand five hur.idred copies of the Congressional Globe and Appendix,
for members of the second sessi on of the T11irty-first Congress .......... .
For salary of the clerk in the General L and Offir.e employed upon the Chickasaw business, and hitherto paid,:0ut of the Chickasaw fund, fro111 March
first, eighteen hundred and fifty-one, to June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and
fift y-two •..........•..•..••••..•.••••••••. , •..•••.....•.••••.•••••.
For salary of a clerk in the office of I.he Secretary of the Treasury, heretofore
paid out of the Indian fund, from first of March, eighteen hundred and fiftyone, to thirtieth June, eighteen hundred and fifty-two .•••••• , ••••..• , ..••
For custom-house in Oregon .•......••............•.... , • • • •
• ....••••
For a cast-iron fence, similar to that recently put up around the War and Navy
Departments, from the corner of the Departm ent of State to the President's
gate ..••...•............•••• . . , •........•..••.•.........•..••••••
For continuing the construction of a marine hospital at Evansville, Indiana .••
For rebuilding engine-house of Columbia Fire Company, on Capitol Hill . ...
For defraying the expenses of settling land claims in California, per act of
third of March, eighteen hundred and fifty-one....... . . . . . • • • • • . . . . ...
To A. W. Babbitt, as delegate from the Territory of Utah, for mileage and
compensation .... . .•.• . ......••..•.•.......•.. , ..........•.........•
To W. S. Mcsservey, as delegate from New Mexico, for mileage and compensation •......•••..................... . .........•........••....•
For compensation to John Ryan, a ueputy surveyor ~eneral of Wisconsin and
Iowa, under his contract of the twenty-second June, eighteen hundred and
fifty ..•................... . .. . ............................•...•.....
For th_e payment of the salaries of tne clerks in the office of Indian affairs, authorized by the act of twenty-seventh of February, eighteen hundred and
fifty-one, for the remainder of the present fi1cul year, and for the year ending
the thirtieth June, eighteen hundred and fifty-two ...... . . ...... , ....... ..
For the pay of thP. superintendents of [nd1an affairs, authorized by the act of
the tw_1.,n_ty-first F bruary, erghtf en hundrrd and fifty-one, for the year ending
the th11t1eth June, eighteen hundred and fif1y-two ...••. . .............. . ..
For the pay of five In dian agents and their interpreters, for New Mexico and
Utah, authorized by the act of twenty-sevc·nih February eighteen hundred
and_fifty-one~ f~r the remainder of the r1esent fii;cal yea~, and for the year
ending the th1rt1cth of June, eighteen hundred and fifty-two . ••••.•••••...•

$500 00

5,122 00
686 54
833 33½
110 77
228 86

4, 0(!)1 25

I, 584 00
36 00

_ 16,920 00

6,000 00
3,300 00

1,873 00
1,600 00
·10,000 00
3,800 00
15,000 00
2,500 00

50,000 00
2,460 00

2,460 00
567 73

10,000 00
4,500 00

13,666 66
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For raising the c~imneys of the southeast executive building, and repairing
the steps to t~e western portico thereuf, to be e-xpended unde,r the direction
of the Commissioner of Public Buildings ....•... . ...•••••..•.. • . , ... , • •
For imprnving that part of reservation seven!ee:'1 ~y~ng between New Jersey
avenue and Second street 'east, and north of Virginia avenue ..... : .•.....•
To enable the Postmaste~ General to purchase for the use of the Post Office
IDepartment the remainder of the square on which the General Post Office
building is situatecl. • • • . . • • . . • . . . . . . •..•..... . .• , . • • • • • • , J. • • • • • ' • • •
For surveying the public lands and private land claims in qa-)iforn_ia,_in conformity with the· provisions of _the acts of Congress authonzrng similar surveys ...•••.•..•••••.•.•..••...•.• • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • · • · · · • · • • •· • • • • •
For d~fri:ying the expense of 'taking a census of the government and treaty
parties ·of the Cherokees west ....•••••..... ,• •.•••.•. , . • • •. • •, • • • • • • • •
For compensation to three special agents and the necessary interpreters _for tha
Indian tribes of Texas, including the purchase of presents, au thonzed by
the act approved thirtieth S eptember, eigh teen hundred and fifty, for the
fiscal year erTding thti~tieth June, eighteen hundred and fifty-two • • • : ••••• ·

$3,000 00
2,500 00

3,777 93
25,000 00
2,000 00

15,000 00
7,350, 105 55¼

By tl?e act ma Icing apprppriat~ons for the support of the ar'f{l,y for the year
ending the thirtieth of June, one thousand eight hundred and.fifty-two. ,,.
For pay of the ~rmy •.••••.•••••••••••• ~ ••••• , •• : • , , •,, • • • • • • • • • •,, • •
For commutation of officers' subsistence •••••••...•••••••••• , , •••.•• • • • • •
For commutation of forage for officers' horses ...•••••.• ,• •••••••••• , •.•••
For payments in lieu of clothing for officers' servants ••.•••••••.••.••.•••••
For expenses of recruitipg • . . . • . . • . • • • • . . . • . . . • . • , •• • •,,,,. • • • • • • • •, •,
For three months' e~tra pa'y to non-commissioned officers, musicians, and
privates •...•••• 1 •• ~ •••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••• r • • ,••••
For subsistence in kind .•.•......•....•..•••..•.•• , .•••••••.•• • .•••• , ••
For clothing for the, army, camp and garrison equipage, &c .•••.•••• '• ••••••
For the regular supplies of the' Q.uartermaster's department, consii:!ting of ·fuel,
forage in ki nd for the authorized number of officers' horses, and fo'r the
horses, mules, and oxe11 of the Q.uartermaster's department at the several
military posts and stations and the armies in the field; and fort.he horses of
the fir;,t and _second regiments o~ dragoons, the eight comp!lnies of light artillery; the regiment of mounted riflemen, and the mpu_nted mfantry; of straw
for soldiers' .bedding, and of stationery, including company and other blank
books for the army, certificates for discharged soldiers, blank forms for the
pay and quartermaster's departments, and for the printing of division and
department orders and army regulations ..•.•...•.••••••.•• "; ......... .
For the-incidental expenses of, the _Q .uartermaster's department, consisting of
postage on letters al'ld packets received and sent by officers of the army on
public service; expenses of courts-martial and courts of inquiry, _including
the additional compensation to judge advocates, recorders, members, and
witnesses, while on that service, under the act of March sixteenth,- eighte'f:n
hundred and two; extra pay to soldiers employed in the erection of barracks, quarters, storehouses, and hospitals, the construction of roads, and
other constal'_lt labor, under the direction of the Q.uartermaster's department, for periods of not less than ten days, under the act of the second of
March, one thousand eight hundred and nineteen; expenses of expresses
to and from the frontier posts and armies in the field-of escorts to paymasters, other disbursing officers, and trains, where military escorts cannot
be furnished; expense of the interment of non-commis1:1ioned officers and
sol~iers; hire of !~borers in t~1e Q.uartermaster's department, including hire
of interpreters, spies, and gmdel? for the 'army; compensation of clerks to
officers of the Q.uartermaster's department; com_pensat'ion of forage and
wagon masters, authori-zed by the act of July, one thousand eight hundred
and thirty-eight; for the apprehension ·of deserters, and the expenses incident to their pursuit-; the various ,expenditures required for the first and
sec~md ,regiments of dragoons, ·the eight companies of .light artillery, the
regiment of mounted riflemen, and the ' mounted infantry, including the
purchase of travellrng forges, blacksmiths' and shoeing tools, horse and
mule shoes, iron, hire of veterinary surgeons, and medicines for horses and

mule_s ..•••.•••.• , ••• •••,. ,, •• ••. ••••••• ,, ,,.:,. •••••, •• , ,,, • , ••,.,

$2,096,670
570,739
[03, 776
3~,720
54,048

1

00
00
00
00
00

10, 000 00
1,076,015 15
242,538 65

630,000 00

225, 0.00 00
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Fo~ th'e purchase of hor.:rns required for the first- and second regiments of
dragoons, the eight companies of light artillery, the regiment of mounted
riflemen, and the mounted infantry....••••...••.••••••.•.............•
For constructing, repairing, and enlarging barracks, quarters,-ho,spitals, store•
houses, stables, wharves, and ways at tl;le sever~! posts and army depots;
for temporary cantonments, and the authorized furniture for the ,barracks,
rooms for non-commissioned officers. and soldiers, gunhouses for the' pn?tect'ion of cannon, including the necessary tools an<l materials for the objects
enumerated; and for rent of qua~ters and offices for officers and barracks
and hospitals
troops, where there are no pµblic buildings fol' ~heir ac•
commodation; for storehouses for the safe-keepi~g of military stores, and
of grounds for summer cantonments and -encampments .•...•.•••..••..••
For r;nileage or allowanc_e made to officers for transportation of themselyes and
baggage when travelling on duty without troopa .••••••• _•.••••••••••.••
· For transportation of the army, including the baggage- of the troops when
moving, either by land or water; of clothing, camp and g.arrison equipage,
and horse equipme'n ts, fro~ the depot at Phila1elphia t'o t~e several po&ts
and army depots; of subsistence from the place~ of purchase, and f\·om the
places of delivery_under contract, to such places as the circum'stances of the
service may require it to be sent; of ordnance and ordnance stores, and
small arms, from ~he foundries and armories to the arser.als, fortifications,
frontier posts, and army depots; freights, tolls, and ferriages; for the r,urchase and hire of horses, mules, oxen, wagons, carts, drayl'l_, 'ships, and
other sea-going vessels -and boats for the transportation of supplies, and for
garrison purposes ; for drayage anµ cartage at the several posts, hire of
teamsters, transportation of funds for the pay and other disbursing depart•
ments, the expense of sailing public transports on the various rivers, the
Uulf of Mexico, and the Atlantic and Pacific, and for procur~ng water at
such posts as from their situation require it to be brought from a distance .•
For the medical and hospital departments ....................... , ., ..... .
For t_h e purchase of ordnance, ordnance stores, and supplies.,....... ...... , ••
For tpe current expenses of ordnance service ..•• ..• •. . ••••••...•..•••••••
For the manufacture of arms at the national armories ...••.• -.,. .•..•..•.••. ,.,
For repair and improvements, and new machinery, at Harper's Ferry armory
For repairs and improvements, and new machinery, at Springfield arm<FY ·.:
For paying the expenses of suits at law to whieh the superintendent at Sprin~field armory has been subjected in establishing the title of the United States
to public land at that armory, and in defending suits against him in his public capacity ................................... , •••••••.•••...••••••••
For arsenals ............... •........................................ , ••
For the erection of two magazines for powder on the public lands reserved for
military purposes at Jefferson barracks, below St. Louis arsenal, and including the sum of five thousand dollars heretofore appropriated for the purchase of a magazine site at this arsenal, which rr.ay be applied to the erec~
tion of the two magazines .•••••• , •••••.•••••• , •••••••••••..• .•.•. ..••

$60,000 00

for

400,000 00
120,000 00

',,

1, 000, 000
60; 375
100,000
100,000
360,000
23, 100
47 ,ouo

00
00
00
00
00
00
00

5,000 00
117,586 00

20,000 00

SURVEYS.

25,000 00

For continuing the surveys of the northern and n_prthwestern lakes .••••••• ,
LIGHT-HOUSES.
For completing the light-house on Carysfort reef, coast of Florida ..•••••.•••
For completi~g the fo~ndat1on _an~ construction of the light-house at the end
of North Pier, at Ch ,cogo, Illrnots ...•••.•.•••. , ..••••.......••• , •. . .•
For the thorough trial and for maintaining of light on Brandywine shoal, Delaware bay! from October the first, .onc thousand eight hundred and fifty, to
March thirty first, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-one-six months ••

'1

17,000 00
4,498 39
1,144 24

7,505,210 43

By the act making appropriations fo1' the naval service for the year ending
the thirtieth of June, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-two.
For p~y of commission, warrant, and petty officer; and seamen, including the
engineer corps of the navy •••• , , •• , , • , , , , • , •••••••• , • , ••••• , , •••• , • •

$2,771,448 00

Mis. No. 21.
For pay of superintendents, naval consfructors,, and all the civil establi.shments
at the several navy-yards and stations ................. ·....••..•. : .•••
For provisions for commission, warrant, and petty-officers and seamen, mcluding engineers antl marines attached to vessels for sea-service ......••.•••
For surgeons, necessaries, and appliances for the sick and' hurt of the navy,
including the marine corps ............•.•••••••.•••...•.. , .•••.•••• • •
For repair of vessels in ordinary, and for wear and tear of vessels in commission, including fuel and purchase of hemp .••• , •.•• :.~ .•...•. : .._'. ,.•••••• ,
For ordnance and ordnance stoi;es an~ small arms, including incidental expenses .•••..•• , ••••.•.•.... , •• ••••,••••••••••••••••··· · •·····•·····
For meteorological observations, to be conducted under the direction of the
Secretary of the ~avy •• , •••..•••••••••• , •.•....•• ,, .•.... • • • • • •·, • •
For the purchase and repair of the nautical instruments required for the use
of the navy •••... ,. , ••...•.••.•••••.•.•..•••.•.•...•.•.••• • • •• - • • • •
For tt.e purchase of all the books, maps, and charts required £or the use of the
navy .•••••.• , •••...•.•.•.••.••••••.••••••••••.••••••......... , .•••
For backing and 'binding the same, and for printing and publishing hydrographical surveys•, astronomical observations, and sailing direction,s ..••
For models, drawings, cop};ing, postage, stationcry, ·frei ~ht, and transportation; for pay of lithographer, and for working lithographic press, including
chemicals; for keeping grounds and buildings in order; for finishing the gr,ading of the groun~s; for pay of porters, gardener, watc~m~n, and instrumentmaker; for fuel, hghts, and all. the unenumerated contmgent expenses of the
hydrographical office and National Observatory ........................ .
For copying abstracts from old sea journals fodhe wind and current 'Charts,
and for continuing· and engraving, and publication of the same, including
cost of opper, stones, chemicals, paper, &c., in the National Observatory .•
For the repairs and erection of buildings at the United States Naval Academy
at Annapolis, Maryland ............................................. .
For the ·contingent expenses of the United States Naval Academy at Annapolis, Maryland., ••••••••• •.• .. , •.•. , •• ,, .•• ,.;, ...................... .
For contingent expense~ that may accrue for the following purposes, viz:
Freight and tran sportation; printing and stationery ; advertising in •newspapers; books, maps, models, and drawings; for purchase and repair of fireengines and machinery, and a patent right to use the same; repair and attending on steam-engines in yards; purchase and maintaining horses and
oxen, and driving, teams, carts, timber-wheels, and the purclJase and repair
of workmen's tools·'; postage of public letter~;· furniture for government
houses; fuel, oil, and candles for navy and shore stations; cleaning and clearing up yards, watchmen, an<l incidental labor not chargeable to any other
appropriation; labor attending on delivery of stores and supplies on foreign
stati-011s; wharfage, dockage, and rent; trav·elling expenses of officers; fun,eral expenses; store and office rent '; stationery and fuel to navy agents and
storekeepers; flags, awnings~ and packing cases; premiums and other expenses of recruiting; apprehending deserters; per diem pay to persons attend-,
ing courts-martial and courts of inquiry, and other iilervices authorized l!>y
law; pay of judge advocates; pilotage and towage of vessels, and assistance
rendered to vessels in distress.................... • •.•...•.••••••.•.••
For the fl0ating dry-dock iri California . . .. '.. , ••••• , ........... , ......... .
For transportation of the United States mail between New York and Liverpool; between New York and New Orleans, Havana, and Chagres; and bet.ween Pijnama and some points in the Territory of Oregon ......... , ...•.•
For preparing for publication the American nautical almanac, .•••• , .•••••• ,

31
$90,960 00
688,080 00
37,600 00
1, 365, 000 00

171,200 00
2,000 00
10,500 00
8,250 00
9;200 00

11,620 00
15,000 00
52,500 00
26,700 00

528,700 00
150,00U 00
874,600 00

rn,4oo oo

NAVY YAR,DS,
For construction, extension, and completion of the foliowing objects, and for
...
contingent expenses at the several navy yards, viz: ,

.9.t Portsmouth, New Hampshire.
Towards the construction of quay-wharf across the head qf timber dock; fillin,:r
in around walls of floating-dock basin; pavements around ti,nber shed;
magazine wharf; and filling in low grounds; engine-house wharf; and tilling
in east of number four; repairs of all kinds .. , •••••• -~ ••.••••• , •••••• , ••

.9.t Boston, Massachusetts,
For completing sail•loft and cordage store; grading and paving; for completing
storehouse number thirty-six; paving, grading, and filling in between num-

• I

31,673 00
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bers twe11ty-seven and twenty-eight, twenty-nine -and thirty; grading yard;
paving gutters, drains, &c:; rain-water cistern; coal-house n_ear ropew~lk;
dredging slips; for completmg steam-tug and water tanks reRairs of all krnds

$50,000 00

Jlt New York.
For a smithery; saw-mill ; number twenty-four quay-waU continued; cobwharf; dredging channels; one timber-shed; pa vine-, guttering, and flogging
cisterns, gutters, and leaders to ship-houses and timber-sheds ; filling timber
pond and low places ; engine-house, dock-gates, &c. ; repairs of all kinds., ..

150,000 00

I

.11.t Philadelphia.
For slip of ship-h ouse G, addition to wall of basin, and filling in ola timberdock ; repairs of all kinds .•••• . ••••.•.••.•••••••••••••.•••• ,1• • • • • • • • •

24,400 00

(

.11.t Washington, District of Columbia.
For filling up timper-dock; saw-mill and machinery; ordnance building number eleven; completino- wharf aJJd slide-lathes; completing copper-rolling
establishment; to confey water to the y ard, reservoir;pipes, &c,; railway .
in ship-house T; paints.hop and wharf-crane; brass foundry and tank shop,
( raising one story;) repairs of all kinds ••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
.J

100,000 00

)

.11.t No,folk.
For sea-wall at St. Helena; brick saw-shed; cylinder and exhaust-pump and
apparatus; w~ter-tank and capstans; repairs of all kinds .•••••• ; •••••••••

, 50,800 00

.11.t Pensacola.
For permanent wharf, paint shop, and cooperage; completing guard-house; '
wharf11ear store-house number twen ty-six; tar, pitch , and oil-house, storehouse for shells; house for boiling tar, pitch, &c.; steam- tug; water-tank;
rail-tra_cks in yard ; fences and out-buildings for outside hou~es; repairs of
all kinds, .•• •• •.••••.••••••.•.•••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••• , •

100,000 00

.11.t .Memphis.
For preservation of the public property at Memphis, Tennessee, and for the
ropewalk at said place .•••••••••....•.•.•.•••••.••• , •••••••••••••••••

50,000 00

.11.t Sackett's Harbor.
For repairs of bu il dings, grading, filling in, and repairs of all kinds ••••••••• •

2,300 00

HOSPITALS.
For hospital , viz:

.11.t Boston.
For repairing, painti ng, whitewa~hing, glazing, furnaces, ranges, &c . • ••••••

. 1, 500 00

.11.t New York,
For plastering, painting, repair~ of furnaces, banks, wall, paving of flagi:ring,
bu1ld111g for laboratory, wall around graveyard, grading, setting trees, and all

other repairs . ...•.... ... , , .. ....••••••.•••• •. .•.•••. ........... . •. ,. •

15,000 00

.11.l PILiutdelphia.
For removi~ 17 and rebuilding stable; drains and water to stab)P, · excavation
an~ 17 radmg; wall <?n ~outh side ~f Shipp_en street; curbing and paving along
h1ppen street; parntmg house, iron ra1lwg, &c.; repairs of all kinds,., ••

13,837 00
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Jlt Norfolk.

F'or general repairs . ••...••••.... : .......••..••••....•.....••••••..

t

•••

$5,0UO 00

.flt Pensacola.

'

For wall around hospital grounds; draining and :filling ponds; repairs of al~
kinds . . • • ... . .. _.......... . ·.•........ < • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . • • , • , • • • , , , • • •

4,450 00

MARINE CORPS.
For pay of offic'e rs, non-cqmmissioned officers, mu sicia ns, and ser~ants, serv•
ing on shore, subsistence for officers, and pay for undrnwn clothrng .••••••
For provisions for marines serving on shore ............................. .
For clothing . .• . • •• ••••••••••••..••.•• , • , •• • • •, • •, • • • • '... • • • • •· · • • · • •
For fuel, •••• • ••••• • •• ,', ••..•••.••..•••• , •• •·••,•••••••• ... •• • · • • · • •·
For military stores, repair of arms, pay of armorers, accoutrnment!;l, otdnance
stores, flags~ drums, fifes, and musical instruments ..••... . ..••.•••.•••••
For transportation of officers and troops, and expenses of recruiting ..••.•••
For repairs of barracks, and reqt of temporary barracks, and offices for comn1an ding officers •.• • .•.•.• • .•.••••.••.•.•.•.. , ...•.. , •. , • , , , • • • • • , • , •
For contingencies, viz: freight, ferriage, cartage, wharfa~e, compensation to
judges advocate, per diem for attending courts-martial, courts of inquiry,
ar:d for constant labor, house rent in lieu of quarters, buria1 of deceased ma•
rines, printing, stationery, forage, postage, pursuit of de~erters, candles, oil, ,
straw, furr.iture, be<lsa:cks, spades, axes, shovels, picks, carpenters' tools,
keep o,f a horse for the messenger, pay of matron, washerwoman 1 and porter
at hospital headquarters ..••.•••...•._ ...••••-....... , •..•. , , •.• • •, • , , •
For arrearages of pay which accrued to John Rush, late sailing-master, fro1'}
thirty-first of July, one thousand eight hundred and thirteen, to ninth of
August, one thousand ei~ht hundred and . thirty-seven ................. •·
For-eontinuing the preparation and publication of the works of the Exploring
Expedition, including the pay of the scientific corps, carP, of property, payment for printing and paper, ana other contracts under the law of eighteen
hundred and forty-two, authorizing the preparation and publication of said
works ..•.•••••••••••.•.••.•••...•.•••.....•.•.••• • ,.
•,, •,,,.,. •
To cause the wreck of the steamer Missouri to be removed from the harbor of
Gibraltar in such mode as the Secretary of the Navy shall deem expedient.

221,400 00
15,000 -00

56,601 00

lU,000 00
8,000 00
9,000 00
6, 000 00

25, 000 00
6,095 71

25,000 00
80,000 00
7,893,814 71

By the act 'to authorize the Sec_retary of War to allow the payment of in•
terest to the State of Georgia for advances made for the use of the
United States in the suppression of the hostilities of the Creek, Seminole, and Cherokee Indians in the years eighteen hundred and ~hirtysix, e~ghteen hundred and thirty-seven, and eighteen hundred and
thirty-eight.
·'
To allow to the State of Georgia for advances made to the United States for
the suppression of the hostilities of the Creek, Seminole, and Cherokee lndians, in the years eighteen hundred and thirty.fi ve, eighteen hund.red and
th\rty-six, eighteen hundred and thirty-seven, and eighteen hundred and
thirty-eight, interest at the rate of six per cent. per .annum upon all sums
a llowed and paid to the State of Georgia, 'o r that may hereafter be allowe'd
and paid for any moneys advanced by the State fol" the purposes aforesaid,
from the date of such advances, until the principal sum or sums were ·or
may be paid by the United States.-[Indefinite.]

By the act a'l./,tltorizing the payment of interest upon tke advances made
by the State of Maine for the USP, of the United States government, in
the protection of th~ northwestern frontier.
I

'

To liquidate and settle the claim of the State of Maine 11gainst the U ni ted
States for interest upon money borrowed ijnd actually expendeu by her for

3
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the protection of the northeastern frontier of. said State during the yea:rs
· eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, eighteen hundred and forty, and eighteen
hundred and forty-one.-[Indefinite.]

By the act making appropriations for light-houses, light boats, buoys, g,-c.,
and providing for the erection and establishment of the same, and f or
other purposes.
MAI~E.
For buoys on White's and Thorn's ledges, and on Pond Island reef, at the
mouth of Kennebec river . -~ •••• • . . ••••••.•••••••.•••••••.••.•••.••••
For a light-house on Pond isia~d, at the entrance of Narraguagus bay •.•••••

$300 00
4,000 00

MASSACHUSETTS.
Fo; a light-house on the Shovelful shoals, t>:tf Chatham........ • ••• .'••••••
For eleven buoys in the channel to Commercial Point and Neponset river, m
Dorchester • •••••••.••.•••••...•••. • ••••.•.•.•.•••••••• . ••••••••••••
For a light-house at the head of Holmes's Hole harbor ••••••••.•••••••••••
For a beacon on Fawn bar, near Deer island, Boston harbor .............. ow
For two iron spindles on the northeast ledge of the Graves, and on Harding"s
ledge, Boston harbor .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

12,500 00
1,000 00
:3, 500 00
2,500 00
2,000 00

RHODE ISLAND.
For a light-boat off Brinton's reef •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

15,.000 0

CONNECTICUT.
For a can-buoy on Pea Field reef, off Black Rock harbor, in Long Island
sound, in addition to a former appropriation in the act of September, eighteen
hundred and fifty .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

135 00

NEW YORK.
For a light-house on Flynn's knoll, near Sandy Hook ....... , ............ .
For a light-house on Horseshoe reef, Niagara river .•••.•••...•.•.•.•.•••••
For a light-house on the pier at the mouth of Sodus bay, and the removal of
the beacon-light on said pier to Grassy Point, near Port Glasgow •••••.•••
For a light-house on the northern extremity ofGardiner'ei island ••••••••••••
For a beacon on the Sands pit in the harbor of Sag Harbor •••••••••••••••••
For the completion of two beacons near Fort Hamilton ••••• ,I. . ••••••••••••
For four spar-buoys at Fire Island inlet ................................. .

30,000 00

25,000 00
6,000 00

· 6,000 00

700 00

~,000 00

300 00

MARYLAND.
For a light-h"Juse at Fishing Battery, Chesapeake bay., ••••••••••• , •••••••
For a light-house on the Bodkin shoal, mouth of the Patapsco river, in addition to the former appropriation •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ....... .

5,000 00
11,006 00

NEW JERSEY.
For a fog-bell at the Newark light-house .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
For completion of the beacon in Pasaaic river, four spar-buoys in the same, a
spar-buoy at Mill rock, and a beacon at the corner stake near Elizabethtown
Point ................ ............................................. .

250 00
800 00

NORTH CAROLINA.
For a buoy on Middle Ground Shoal, Beaufort harbor••••••••••••• , •••••••
l<.,or a light-house on Beacon island ••••.• , ••••••• , •••••••••••• , •• , , ••••••
For a li~ht-house near Ocracoke channel •••••••••••••••••••••• ,,, ••••••••
For an iron buoy on Diamond shoal, off Cape Hatteras • ••• , , , , • , ........ .

200 00
6,000 00

15,000 00
800 00

Mis. No. 21.
For a floating-bell beacon on Cape Hatteras, outer shoal................... .
For a light-house on the Upper Jettee, in Cape Fear river, iJ:1cluding a bridge
from the shore to the light-house ...•••.••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••• ,

35
$8,000 00
13,000 00

OHIO.

'For a light-house on Rock or Mouse island, Lake Erie •••••••••••• ,., •• , •
For a light-house on Green island, Lake Erie ....••••• . ••...••• ; , •••••••. ,
For a beacon light on Cooar Point, as a range to ent~r Sandusky bay ..••••••
For buoys at the entrance of Port Clinton, Lake Erie ..... , .•••• , ••••••••••

5,000 00
5,000 00
500 00
250 00

MICHIGAN.
For a Ught-house at Bayley's harbor •••••••••••••••• . •••• . •• , • , •••••••••

5, 000 '00

FLORIDA.
For buoys at the en.tranee of Mosquito harbor •••••••••••••••• , ~ ••••••••••

500 00

OREGON.
For a lig,ht-house and fog signal at Umpqua., ••••••••••.•••.••• , ........ .
For fog signals for the light-houses at Cape Diappointment, Cape Flattery,
and Ntiw D11nginness ••• , ••••••••• , •••• , • • • • • • • • • • • • •••••••••••••••

15,bOO 00
3,000 00

CAL[FORNIA.

For a light-house at Humboldt harbor ••••• , ••••• , , ..................... .

15,000 00

TEXAS .
For a light-ho:use at Aransas Pass ••••••.•••••••.•.••••••••••••••• , •.•••
For three light-houses of the third class at Ralf Moon shoal, Red Field bar,
.and at Clapper's bar, Galveston bay •••••••••••••••• ,., •• , ............ .

12,500 00

15,000 00
253,735 60

- - ---

By the act for the relief ()harlotte Lynch.
To Charlotte Lynch, only surviving child of Lieutenant Colonel Ebenezer
Gray, of the sixth 11egiment of the Connecticut line, who served in the army
of the revolution from the beginning of the war to its close, as an equi\talent
for the loss sustained by him by the substitution of the commutation certificates, issued in seventeen hundred and eighty-three, for the half-pay for life
tG which he was entitled under the resolution of Congcess of seventeen hun.dred and eighty, fi.ve years' fall pay.-[Indefinite.]

By the act for the relief of Dunning R. Mc.Nair.
The amount of finel!t improperly imposed on Dunning R. M cNair, while he
was mail contractor on route one thousand one hundred and fifteen, from
Bedford to Washington, in the State of Pennsylvania • , •••.•••• , ....... .

$425 00
----

By the act for the relief of the legal representatives of the late General
Walker K. Armistead, of the army cif the United States.
Money which he paid out for and on account of the army of the United
States, whilst in command at Fort Monroe, in the yea1· eighteen hundred
and thirty-four, and which was not adjusted with the government during
&:!iii life • • • • • • • • • • • • • , •• , ••••• , , , , ••• , • • • , ~ • • • • • • • ' " • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
I

__ _$687 40

----
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By t!te act for the relief of Sayles J. Bowen ..

For h is services as clerk in the offiee of the Second Auditor of the Treasury
Department, from the first of Ma1·ch, eighteen hundred and forty-six, to the
:first of July, eighteen hundred and forty-seven .•••.••..•.••..••••.••••• •
For his services as clerk in the Third Auditor's office, from the seventeenth
day of November; eighteen hundred and forty-eight, to the fourth day of'
April , eighteen hundred and forty-nine • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• , •• , , ••••••

$533 3j
383 28

916 61
----

By the act f0r the relief of the legal representatives of Robert S. Burrough
and ef Stephen Hopkins.

Fqr fees alleged to have been withheld from them by the United States, and
which had accrued between the first day of July, seventeen hubdred and
· ninety-nine, and the thirtieth of June, eighteen hundred and five, •••••••••

By the act for the relief qf the widow of the late Lieutenant Ct>lmiel Willimn Gray, of Arkansas.
\

The difference of pay and allowances between a lieutenant colonel of cavalry
and a lieutenant colonel of infantry.-[lndefinite.]

By the act for the relief of the admi~istrator of Major Frederick D .
.

Mills, deceased.

The value of the horse and equipage of the deceased, lost at the battle of
Ch urubuseo, in Mexico .••.•••.••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••

$200 00

By the act for the relief of William Hardin.
For expenses incurred and moneys paid by him in defending a 1:1uit to recover
money which he had procured for the use of government................

$£00 00

By the ac( for the relief of H.J. McClint@ck, Harrison Gill,. and Mans,field Carter.
To H.J. McClintock, for his services as farmer for the Sac and Fox Indians
at the Great N emahaw sub-agency, in the year eighteen hundred and fortysix, and for the hire of two hands employed and paid by him .•..••••.•••
To Harrison Gill, for his ser vices as assistant farmer for said Indians at the·
same place and time .•..•••.....••............•.•....••.•.......•••••
To M ansfield Carter, for his services as assistant blacksmith for said Indrn.nsr
at the same place and time .••••••••••• , •••• o • • • , • • • • • • • , • • • • • • • • • • • • •

$142 20·
58 6&

89 3l
290 19-

By the act for the relief of t!ie American Colonization Society.
For the support and maintenance, in Liberi1:1, of the Africans recaptured on
board the barque Pons, and for all supplies furni o-hed them of every description , and for medical attention, anrl to pay the amount which the Secretary
of the Treasury may find so to be due to the said society.-[lndefimte.J

By the act for tlie relief of Cincinnatus Trousdale and John G. Conn<:lley, of Arkansas.
Tne same rate of pay and allowance tor the time, beginning September
twenty-sixth , crid ending November eighteenth, eighteen hundred and fortysix, as is now allowed by law to officers nf the Un ited States army holding
comwial:lions equal in grade to the nominal acting appointments temporarily
filled by said Trousdale and said Connelley, respectively.-[Indeii.nite.}
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By tlze resolution P:Qviding for an_ qdjustment ._of. th_e a~co_unts of_ John~ D.
Co!mesnil, president of the Ohio and Mississippi Mail {:ine Com-

pany.
For transporting the ~ail_s of the United S~ates on_ the Ohi~ and ~issis$ippi
rivers between Loutsv1Ife and New Orleans, and intermediate pomts, during
the se~son of steamboat navigation, between the fift_eenth day o~ November,
eighteen hundred and thirty-two, and the 15th day of July, eighteen hundred and thirty-three.-[Ind.efinite.]

By tlze resolution in relation .to the accounts of John De Neufville
',
-Any balance which may be found to be due to said firm, to the party or·par-

o/ Son .

ties legally entitled to receive the same.-,[lndefinite.]
Total amount ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,

~~

RECAPITULATION.
For deficiencies in form'er appropriations ••• , •••••• , ••••••••••••••••••• ,
For revolutionary and other pensions ••••••.••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••
For the support •of the Indian department . ..•••••..••..••••••••••.•••••••
For the serv ce of the Post Office Department .•.••••••••••.•••.•. ~ ••••.•••
For mail services performed for the legislative and executive depc:t'r tments, and
to supply any deficiency which may arise from a reduction of postage ..•••
For the support of the Military Academy ••. ,. ........ , .................. .
For the civil and diplomatic expenses of government .••••.•••.••••••••••••
For the support of the army ••••.••••••••••••••••• , •••• , ••• , ••• , •..••..
For the support of the navy ..•....••••••••.••••••.•••••.•••• , •..••••••.•
For the erection of light-houses, &c .................................... .
Miscellaneous ...................................................... .

$2,032,035 18
2,J51,900 uo
872,209 80
6,550,000 00
1,000,000
130,528
7,350, 105
7,505,210
7 ,"393, 814

00
00

55½
43
71

253,735 00

262,620 21
36,002,159 4t-½

IL-OFFICES CREATED, AND THE SALARIES THEREOF.

By the act (chap. 8) to create additional collection distri'cts in the Territory of Oregon, and for other purposes.
One collector for the district of Umpqua, at a salary of $1,000 per annum, with additional
maximum compensation of $2,000 per annum, should the official emoluments and fees provided
by existing laws amount to that sum.
·
.. One collector for the district of Oregon, at a salary of $1,000 per annum, with ·additional max1m~n:i compensation of $2,000 per annum, should the official emoluments and fees 'provided by
exrstmg laws amount to that sum.
One collector for the district of Puget's Sound, at a salary of $1,000 per annum, with addi'tional maximum compensation of $2,000 pet· annum, should the official emoluments and fees
.
provided by existing laws amount to tf,at sum.
A surveyor at Nasqually, and a surveyor at Portland, at an annual compensation of $1,000
,,
each, in addition tQ the fees ·authorized by existing laws.
One ~urveyor at Pacifi~ city:, on Baker's Bay, and one surveyon1t Mihvaukie, on the Willa.~tte nver, at an annual compensation each of $1,000, in addition to the fe"es authorized by ex1stmg laws.

By the act (chap. 9) to amend an act entitled "An act to establish the
territorial government of Oregon,'' and " An act to establish the terri•
torial government of Minnesota.''
One clerk for each bra_nch of the legislative as,emblies of the Territories of Oregon and Minnesota, whose pay per diem shall be the same allowed by law to the other clerks of said legislative assemblies.
·
,
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By the act (chap. 14) making appropriations for the current and contin•
gent expenses of the Indian department, and for Jul.filling treaty stipulations with the various Indian tribes,forthe year ending June 30, 1852.
Three superintendents of Indian affairs for the Indian tribes east of the Rocky mountains and
north of New Mexico and Texas, at an annual salary each of two thousand dollars.
Eleven Indian agents for the Indians east of the Rocky mountains and north of New Mexico
and Texas, at an annual salary each of fifteen hundred dollars; and six agents for the same
Indians, at an annual salary each of one thousand dollars.
Four agents for the Indians in the Territory of New Mexico, and one agent for those in the
Territory of Utah, at an annual salary each of fifteen hundred dollars.
Four additional clerks in the office of Indian affairs, two of whom at an annual salary of sixteen hundred dollars each, one at an annual salary of fourteen hundred dollars, and one at an
annual salary of twelve hundred dollars.
A special agent for the payment to the Indians in the old States of their removal and subsistence fund, four dollars a day and expenses of transportation.

By the act (chap. 4). to divide tM district of Arkansas into two judicial
districts. · ,
A district attorney and marshal for the western district of Arkansas, autlforized to be appointed, to receive, respectively, the salary and perquisites allowed by law to the same officers for the
eastern district.
The judge for the western district to appoint a clerk.

By the act (chap. 25) to found a military asylum for the relief and support
of invalid and disabled soldiers of the army of the United States.
A board of commissioners, consisting of the General-in-Chief commanding the army, the generals commanding the eastern and western military divisions, the Q,uartermaster GeReral, the
Commissary General of Subsistence, the Paymaster General, the Surgeon General, and the Ad·
jutant General.
A governor, deputy governor, and a secretary, to be taken from the line of the army, to be
appointed, from time to time, for each site, by the Secretary of War.

· By the act ( chap. 32) making appropriations for the civil and diplornatic
expenses of government jor the year ending the 30th of June, 1852,
a_,nd for other _purposes.
Two principal clerks in the Department of State, each at a salary not to exceed $2,000 per
annum.
One additional clerk in the Department of State, at a salary not exceeding $ 1,400 per annum.
Extra clerks authorized in the War Department to the amount of $1,500 per annum.
An architect f6lr the custom-house at New Orleans, authorized to be employed at $8 per diem.
A clerk in the ofljce of the Secretary of the Treasury, (heretofore paid out of the lntlian fund,)
at the rate of $1,200 per annum .
A surveyor general of public lands arid private land claims in California, at an annual salary
of . 4,500.
Two principal examiners, and two assistant examiners, in addition to those previously authorized, _to be appointed and µaid in the manner "now provided by law "
An ass1atant chief clerk in the office of the Third Auditor, to be appointed from the experi•
enced accountants in office, (compensation not specified.)

By the act (chap. 34) making appropriations for the naval service for the
year ending June 30, 1852.
The superintendent o~ the Naval Astronomical Expedition in Chili to receive, for pay and
emoluments, not exceeding 3,000 per annum.

By the a,ct (chap. 3 ) to arnend the acts regulating the a_ppraisement
imported merchandise, and for other purposes.

of

Four appraisers of merchandise at an annual salary each of $2,500, together with their actual
ravelling expenses.
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By the act (chap. 41) to ascertain and settle the private land claims in the
·
State of California.
·
A board authorized, consisting of three commissioners, to receive an annual salary each of
$6,000.
A secretary, to be allowed an annual salary of $4,000, and certain fees.
, Five clerks, at an annual salary each of $1,500.
An a~ent for the United States, learned in the law, whose compensation shall be determined
by the President of the United States.
A deputy marshal to be appointed, to attend upon the board, who shall receive the compensation allowed to the marshal of the district for his attendance.

III.-OFFICES, THE ,SALARIES OF WHICH HAVE BEE~ INCREASED, WITH
THE AMOUNT OF SUCH INCREASE.

By the act ( chap. 12) to supply dqficiencies in the appropriations for the
service of the fiscal year ending the 30th of Juue, 1851.
Additional compensation to four watchmen in the northeast Executive building, $540.
Additional compensation to eight watchmen in tbe southeast Exective building, $1,080.
Additional compensation to three watchmen in the Post Office Department, $405 .

By the act (chap. 14) making appropriations for the current and contingent expenses of the Indian department, and for f ul.filling treaty stipulations with the various Indian tribes, for the year ending the 30th of
June, 1852.
The chief clerk in the office of Indian Affairs to receive an annual salary equal to that of the
chief clerk of any other bureau.

By the act ( chap. 21) making appropriations for the service of the .Post
Office D epartment during the.fiscal year ending the 30th of June, 1852,
and for other purposes.
·
The special agents of the Post Office Department to be allowed e~ch the annual salary of $1,600.

By the act (chap. 22) making appropriations for the support of .the Military Academy for the year ending the 30th of June, 1852.
T~e p~of~ssors of engineers, [engineering,] philosophy, mathematics, ethics, and chemistry, to
receive (m heu of former pay, rations, forage, and servants) $2,000 each per annum.
The professors of drawing, $1,500 each.
And t~e adjutant of the Military Academy to receive the pay and allowances of an adjutant
of a regiment of dragoons.

By the act ( chap. 32) making appropriations for the civil and diplomatic
expenses of government for the year ending the 30th Jitne, 1852, and
for other purposes.
The salary of one clerk in the office of the Solicitor of the Treasury increased from $800 to
$1,000 per annum.
The salary of the chief clerk in the office of the Commissioner of Pensions increased $100
per annum.
The chief clerk in the Bureau of Navy Yards and Docks to receive the salary of the chief
clerk of the late Navy Board.
The as~h;tant ~nd deeuty collectors and principal appraisers at the ports of Boston, New
York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and New Orleans, to receive $2,500 per annum.
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The _assistant appraisers 'at the ports of Boston, New York, Philade~phia, and New Orleans•
to receive $ 2,000 per annum.
The collector and inspector of the revenue at Milwaukie, in Wisconsin, to receive the com•
pensation allowed the collector and inspector of the customs at Chicago.
The watchmen at the navy-yard, Washington, to receive each $500 per annum.

By the act ( chap. 37) making appropriations for light-houses, light-boats'
buoys, o/C., and providing for the erection and establishment of the
same, and for other purposes.

The keeper of the Minot's Ledge light to receive an annual salary of $1,000 per annum, and
the assistants $550 each per annum.

